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Weekend Exercise .foil 
' Air Sea Emergencies  
• An aerial exercise .epm- Armed Forces Buffalo to . sl~ divers, air cadets/" and 
tared by the B.C. Provincial the Turraco airport o take 
,, . Emergency Pro~rnm will be ' part in the two-day training 
carried out this weekend .at program. 
Terrace. 
According to Regional 
L Director Jim A. Stett, of 
RUpert, the exerdse 
vdil ho under abe dlrecti~m of
, Regional ~Air C~ef Max 
Neubacher. 
other related groups will 
attend a pt:esminlian on 
spotting, flying and survival. 
Sunday morning at 9 a.m. 
a meeting in the Sandman 
will re-convene, following 
which the group will proceed 
to the Terrace airport for 
briefing and. practice 
spotting, us ing private 
aircraft. 
Oh Saturday, ncon'Iocal 
spotters will be taken up in 
the Buffalo and pilots will fly 
their own planes for practice 
8pottlng of downed objects 
and for famfllarisaflou of 
rescue techniques. On 
Providing there l is. no Satorday, June 17, at 6:30 • Four vian~I targets will ba 
. do .w.ned aircraft before the p.m. attha ~andamn.Mo/el,, .sctupfor thb e~ercise.plus 
, WOOl(end,. the C ~ , , ~ : i . . . ~ ~ - ~  ;,-' :m ~ had:an  ELF in 
(, 
' Gas .Strikers  eekPublie SuppOrt 
St~Jng  workers at Dowl ing 9f' the In- Customers are being 
Pacifie .Northern Gas ternational ' asked to not pay gas 
in Terrace and other Brotherhood o f  
E lec t r i ca l  Workers  
dBEW)  representing. 
the PNG workers. 
bills during the strike, 
warn employers that if 
a "scab"  from the gas 
company goes into 
their place of work a 
p icket  line c~ld~ ap- 
pe~,  not i fy  the union 
of any ,gas  pipe in- 
s ta l la t ions  m the 
northwest' during the 
strike and inform the 
union of any banks 
which are  ' s t i l l  
rece iv ing  PNG 
payments .  
parts of the province 
.are,. asking for-, help 
from gas customers 
and union employees 
Forty persons "attended 
Tuesday "night's formation 
meeting to oi~anise a local 
branch of the Society For the 
Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals, and beard, nn 
outline by William Leach, 
executive dl~cter for the 
B.C. Society describe the 
ire'pose, aims and objectives 
d an.SPCA. 
Executive president of the 
new branch is Gordle Howe, 
of industrial users to The union has. been 
help them. in  the i r  a t tempt ingt0r reachan 
attempts to negotiate a 'agreement .  with the 
first contract.with the company for  more  
company. .' than/a year,  and went 
out on str ike on June 5, 
"Negotiations have picketing PNG offices 
been a complete  between Pr ince Rupert. 
shambles,"  accord ing  and Vanderhoof and in 
to a bulletin from Rick Vancouver. , 
FortyFormLocalSPCA  
PirstV.P.laChristinecroug, the local area• Three 
SecondV.P. is JaRls Ferbes, directors chosen include 
Secretary isBarbara Ho wle, Floyd Parker, Marg. 
Tr.eas~rer Is Gall Me- Murdech and Pascal Boll. 
Fadden, membershi i)  Another meeting is planned 
chairmanis Elounor-l~chaud. toget he now branch off to a 
' A ,Ways :and~Means fund flying, start.. Thl*ty-one of. 
raising committee Was alao~ the  ~i'ty' pi:esout signed the 
set up, as funds will be charter. A minimum of 20 is 
needed toobtain and operate required. 
an S.P.C.A. Animal Shdter Of the forty present, only 
and headquarters, aedassist about four were from 
with on-~oing programs In Terrace. 
1,000 Tons 
Potatoes Left To Rot 
have been given away, some 
used for cattle, feed, and 
others old, but farmers uch 
as theFeatherstonos are etill 
holding about 14,000 tons of 
po tm. 
Delta Cedarvaie Farnm 
, managed to unload the 
remnants of last year's 
potato crop---in a massive 
trench on the Fraser Valley 
.. f .a~n, 
Using a Imckhon rented'at 
~5 an hour, the Feather- 
• stone family, who own the 
~ n, dug a 50-yard trench. d dumped 1,-000 tons o~ 
rotting Kennebec potatoes, 
worth about ;85,(}00. 
The potatoes, which 
rupreaent 'one-th/rd of the 
farm's production last year, 
were grown to meet the 
demands' of the Spetffore 
Frozen Foods plant, which 
closed last April after losing 
abont $6.' milliou in its 16 
mestba of Operation.'. 
At least 50 Fraser Valley 
farmers revamped .their 
farms to growth~ Kennobec 
potatoes, which are used for 
potato-chip prming.  " 
Now the potatoes are. 
beginning to rot. 
Terry-Feathemtoue, 37, 
sa id  Tuesday that he 
coulthi't store the potatoes 
any longer; 
GENERATE HEAT 
The potatoes generate 
thdr own heat and begin to 
cook themselves, be said, 
and eventually they ferment 
and rot. 
.The Fe~therstonos built 
$40,~0 stoi-nge shed' ,to hold 
the Spetifore;con'tracted 
potatoes. , ' 
The Feathe'.r.tones plan to ~ 
grow Gem potatoes, which 
can-be sold lr 0rocery steres, 
next year, However, most of 
' the othe~ farm.s in the area 
are planning the/mine thing, 
Feathm~tone'safd.. . 
Some. o f  the t Kennsbacs 
Tom Siddon, federal 
Progressive Conservative 
sandidate for Dells,, and MP 
John Wise (PC-- Elgin)-- 
chairman of the PC as-, 
dcultural caucus--toured 
the dumping site Tuesday 
and had bitter words fur the 
federal government. 
h 
Courthouse 
OomesOloser 
Terrace is me step closer 
to getting the long awaited $6 
million courthouse and 
health unit after council met 
Monday night in committee 
of the whole to accept he 
most recent offer from the 
B•C. Building Curporatiou. 
• The BCBC, the Crown 
corporation in charge of 
p rov inc ia l  bu i ld ing  
originally etoted they would 
not contribute to costs of 
offsite services, such as 
pevin~ and drainage, but 
have sInce agreed to pay for 
partial servicing. 
The corporation agreed to 
blacktop Kalum Street from 
01son to the south boundary 
of the site, and ,construct 
curb, gutter and sidewalk on 
the east side of Kainm, as 
well as installing •storm 
drainage from the site. 
Cost of these services to be 
berne by BCBC has been 
estimated at $5o,00o, nly a 
fraction of the cost estimate 
for the originally extensive 
services• However, it was 
also agreed that Olson Street 
would not be used as an 
estranee to the fadlities; 
eliminating the need for 
immediate pavi~ of that! 
road. 
Council also decided to ask 
for a letter from (he B~BC 
stating they would not qp- 
pose the pavement ofOlson 
on a local improvement 
program ff the residents 
requested it. 
The by-law to rezone the 
Kaium-Olson site to allow for 
construction of "the two 
buildings will probably be 
taken to third reading at the 
next council meeting• . 
In the meantime, alder- 
men . and distriet ad" 
ministration attending the 
North Central Municipal 
Conference this week- in 
C~uesoel wm be meeting with 
Alex. Fraser, :.,. minister, 
OhMs Want 
• * 
Belay For 
Bills 13 ,14  
George Manuel, President 
of the Union of B.C. Indian 
Chiefs, has called on the 
Provincial ~vernmout to 
table the Forest Act, Bill 14, 
as well as the Range Act, Bill 
IS, until "the next session of 
the Legislature• 
In a letter to the Promie 
of British Columbia, Manu~ 
advised that the Forest Ac 
Bill will have fur-raschin~ 
implications for tbe it 
volvement of Indian pecpl, 
in the Forest Industry. Hi 
stressed that the people e 
the province mint.be giva 
the opportunity to study th, 
legislation i detail before i 
becomes law, This will no 
be possible ff the Acts 
debated this mnuth. 
Manuel is concerned tha 
the Forest Act as prescott3 
written doe8 not 'mak, 
adequate provision for ac 
cess to timber 'by emal 
logging and sawmfllin~ 
operations. The Act wfl 
reinforce eontrol of the B.C 
Timber supply by the larg, 
forestry com~nies. ThL 
situation makes it verl 
difficult for Indian bands 
start up the small, labour 
intessive operptioas whicl 
are badly needed to raise th, 
low standard of living on ti~ 
rose.on of this province, As 
well, provtsloas of the Rang, 
Act could Jeopardize grazini 
permits held by India~ 
bands. 
A report prepared by th, 
Uuldn of B.C. Indian Chlof! 
and sent to all M.L.A.'~ 
outlined several changes t~ 
current forestry le~islatim 
which would permit gront~ 
Indian involvement in th~ 
lndnstry• The Union of B•C 
Indisn Chiefs ts.dlsappointe~ 
to find that the new Act dos 
not reflect tbe reeDs 
moudstiom ofthe ~.eport. 
George Manuel eumme( 
up his position In a letter'k 
Provincial M.L.Ms ~ritton 
some months ago which 
The pair blame the fed~al concluded; • 
government's departmentof " "Because of our corn- 
regional economic expansion mitment to the land,' Indian 
for: the closure of the I people are vitally concerned 
Spelifore plant. Frcoch fry I with the preservation and 
plants in eastern Canada [ development of British 
have r~.eived millions of | Columbia's forests. I know 
dollars. In DREE grants, ] that this concern is shared 
they said, while theS~tifore [ by the •vast majority of 
plant received nothing. [ British Colombians." 
, " . , . 
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the weather 
Sunny today with the 
temperature in the mid 20% 
the afternoon will bring a 
, slight northern breeze 
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Rupert Mother Beat, Burned, Tortured 
Husband is Oharged Nine Months Later 
NOTE: 
The following press' release was received over 
the CP wire services Wednesday morning, 
following a front page story in a Vancouver 
daily, reporting the incident. See today's 
Editorial on Page Four of today's paper. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- An judge without Jury. 
RCMP spokesman said Michael Fulmer, district 
Tuesday flint more thannine Crown council at Prince Ru- 
months elapsed before pert, said in a telephone 
Frederick Earl Rawson, 34, ~ew the charge laid is. 
of Prince Rupert, B.C., was under the same criminal 
charged with beating his code section as an assault 
wife because the woman was causing bodily harm charge. 
suffering from amnesia. "There are good technical 
Sergeant Stan Winarski reasons for laying the 
said in a telephone int~vinw charge-- given the 
from Prince Rup~t that vagueneasinevldenco,"soid 
Maude Rawson, 33, wan Fulmer, noting Mrs. 
suffering amnesia because Rawson's amnesia. 
of brain damage resulting 
from injuries suffered the 
night of Aug. 13, 1977. 
Rawson, 34, wJI appear at 
Prince Ruper.t fGr a 
preliminary hearing' Dec. 8 
He s~id the file on the case 
was not readily at hand but 
be believed the RCMP had 
sworn the infurmatlou which 
led to charges. 
RAISE8 CASE 
on a charge of unlawfully The ease was raised in the 
causing bodily harm. He provincia l  legis lature 
appeared inprovincial court- Monday wl~en Rosemary 
Tuesday and elected trial by Brown (NDP-- Vancouver- 
Burrard) criticized the Prince Rupert visited the 
RCMP's handling of the woman twice while she wu 
case. in hospital here but the 
Ms. Brown said the woman woman suffered from am- 
was found naked and neaia and "couldn't 
bleeding by neighbors and 
that she had suffered. 
massive burns on her ab- 
domou and multiple burns no 
the chest,and face, 
Winarski said the charge 
was formally laid Jane 3. He 
said Rawson.has never been 
placed under, arrest in 
connection with the came. 
He said the woman 
remained in Vancouver 
canvalaseing from injuries 
suffered on the ulght in 
question. In addition to brain 
remember anything." 
A Vancouver RC]I~P 
spokesman said ,police here 
were ask~ to interv/ew the 
woman and did so on one 
occasion, last Sept. 15. He 
said the woman was saf. 
feri~ from amnmia. 
The poUco filed here did 
not say who fried the initial 
complaiut with POlice or 
when, but noted the alleged 
incident took place at 
ll:20p.m, and ,police at- 
tended." 
damage, ~he also has is- Meanwl~le, a spokesman 
paired vision and paralysis in the attorney-general's 
from the waist down. min~try said that following 
"It is hoped she'll return Ms. Brown's demand for an 
here sometime this summer investigation Monday the 
and Will be able to testify in ministry conducted inquiries 
the ease," be said• and foueda charge had beeu 
It was not known who has laid end the matter wus 
bern inld~ care of the before 'the courts. The 
couple's two children. . spokesman sa|d the  in- 
"THREE VISITS MADE vcoflgatlon was therefore 
Winarski said RC~dP from .l~ely complete. 
Terrae.e Ohamber of Oommeroe 
letting Out of Tourism Role 
Terrace and District Chamber  of Commerce is 
opting out of the tourism business with a refusal 
to  maintain the tourist information booth this 
season. 
The rustic log cabin on Highway 16 was just 
completed last /Summer with the  ~ihelp of- 
p rov inc ia l  and federa l ,  g rants ,  n~'u'hieipal 
i .. 
cording to.Ted Taylor, secretmry-manager ~)f the 
Chamber. 
A "min i -museum" in the booth sponsored by 
the Chamber  and funded by a Canada Works 
grant held its grand opening last month. 
Ald. Jack  Taistra, cha i rmanof  the council 
tourism committee,  reluctantly admitted that  
tourism function will still have to be dealt with, Uipment andtax  exemptions, but the Chamber .  . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  
s now dis.covered it is ~'completely unfeasible an.u. s~. t~ ~_uneil will pronamy ~nave to  qem 
economical ly",  to  mainta in i ithe~:'serv/ce,; ae , ,  ~m.k  memse!v~, .  , . . . .  . 
KAMLOOPS, B.C.I(CP) --~. AI Stepheas, assistant re- i)ipo manufacturer, a testing of a 48-1dkmetro~ 
&break in an oil pipeline gional manager ot the pressure that far exceeds stretchof pipe, Step hms 
during r6utlne pressure pollution control branch, 
.testing sent abBOt ,lO,000 said the accident scoured 
barrels of ollcoatod water, just as crE~vs from Trams 
intoafermer'sfleldTnos~y Mountain Pipeline Ltd. had 
nsar Darlield, 70 kilomelres brought the line up to the 
north of here. m'essore quaranteed by the 
that normally used to move said. 
oil. , • He said the eompm~ 
Enrivonmentel damage assured him it will clean up 
was slight, because the ell in any residual oil le~t m the 
the line had been replaced ground and will do all 
withwat~.inpreparatiouf0r .necessary epairs. ' 
Twedle or Tweddle 
It was an alert subscriber who put us on to this one. He 
claims there is.some confmlon over Terrace street 
names, and that even though e has taken the matter 
up with City Comlell-who appointed a commit/~.e to 
study It, nothing so far has been accomplished. The 
Post Office (be says) is not sure of some spellings; the 
B.C. Tel. Directory "Has It all wroug"| the B.C. 
Business Directory, likewise. Even WE hnveJt wrong, 
sometimes. Ezamptes he cited were Medeck and 
, , ,  , , 
, f 
6 
McDeek; Kelth Ave. and Kleth~ Lsnfere and Lanfear| 
There is no North Sparks, South Sparks, North Eby and 
South Eby-Jast Eby, he says. No North Thomas-Jest 
Thomas. No South Kah~m-Juot Kaiam. Lake Else 
should be La-Kel4e, an Indian name fur fresh water 
clams found there. He listed others, too. However, 
after chccking them out, the above two were all two of 
our photoMaphere ware able to confirm. Perhapa our 
othcr road,s  ~uld give us additional lnfof lntt~.  
/ / t L  ~ 
f 
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New Oddfellows Hall 
ready by November 
by: Jas. T. Mackay, Noble 
Grand, Lakebe Lodge No, 
33, Terrace, B.C. 
The (]rand Master Dave 
Munn of the Grand Lodge, 
.Independent •friar of Odd- 
fellows made his official visit 
to Lnkelse Lodge No. 33 in 
Terrace on Monday, June.12 
with his deputy Bill Dyble. 
A banquet was held in his 
honour a f te r  which the 
regular meeting of the lodge 
was held at the home of 
Canada Works job creation 
grant. 
The new hall is to be larger 
than the old one destroyed by 
fire last year and will ac- 
commodate up to 200 people 
on the main floor for 
banquets, dances, "meetings 
etc. and the ground floor 
area can he used for many 
community activities. 
The now site is located at 
3222 Monroe Street where 
construction is under way 
phaslzed the good work of 
the Lodge. in.providing a 
growing need for a friend- 
ship centre in the community 
and the other hama~tarisn 
services that the L~dge 
provides, 
Membership has been 
growing the last few years 
and the Terrace .Lodge is 
. inv i t ing  prospeet iv ,  
members to be initiated into 
the Lodge. 
The New Lodge Hall is a 
j 
Wife Battering:Violence in Marriage 
terventlon. It's very porary refuge from the 
marriage, motional support Many people view wife cases of 20 years of daily ha.ppenlng to them. battering as a problem beatings, which are not as Eventusllyifithasarrived 
which could not happen to uncommon as one would like at the point where they have 
them. It's a myth that wife to think, isolated beatings to talk to somebody the flint 
battering is a lower class are rare; frequent, person they go to will often 
phenomenon. Studies have repetitive beatings are in- tell them that it's their fault, 
shown that it's equally credibly more common, or that they should go back 
prevalent amongst upper Over 40 percent of all- and try barder. Pesplethink 
class people, murders occur withinthe it's some kind of inadequacy 
Nor is there really a dif. family and two.thirds of 
fcrencehetweencultur'es. In those are amongst im- 
terms ofexteut, he statistics mediate family members. 
available are not considered A study done by the United 
accurate, however in studies Way in 1976 indicated that 
do~ in the U.S. it is about 40000 to 5000 Lower 
demonstrated that 50 per- Mainland women are beaten 
cent of men use physical to the point of serious injury 
on their part; the tendency is
to blame oneself. 
The police normally 
respond to only 53 percent of 
the calls made asking for 
their intervention i  a family 
crisis situation. In the other 
47 percent, they may jus t  
give information, refer a 
person semewher~ else, or 
determhie that they don't 
need to follow up on the 
dispute at that point. 
Family disputes are 
generally ranked as second 
priority cells, which means 
that they don't get the most 
immediate attention. PRice 
really aren't trained to 
handle family crisis in- 
angerous for them; police 
are killed answering thee 
kinds of calls. So at this 
point they aren't a very 
effective referral agent or 
counselling service. 
The sanctity of the family 
is matntsieed by the legal 
system and by the law eu- 
forcement system. There's a
real tendency to treat wife 
beating as a private family 
matter and something that 
society shouldn't interfere 
in, until it gets to an extreme 
point. 
Thus, if an assault case is 
brought by a wife against a
husband, the case is heard in 
Family Court and treated as 
a civllmatter, while if a man 
hits a stranger who is a 
woman, it's heard in 
Criminal Court; 
Help is available to women 
in the form of crisis linm and 
transition houses. Tran- 
sition houses provide tam- 
and safety. There are seven 
transition housesin B.C. and 
they are very overcrowdedl 
At present the nearest 
transition house is Phoenix 
Transition House in Prince 
George. 
..Terrace Family Violence 
Committee in ~njunetion 
with the United Way in 
Vancouver is holding a 
conferenc e on Family 
Violence; at Caledonia 
Watson Bailey. 
The Grand Master was 
greatly impressed with the 
changes that have takeu 
place in Terrace since he 
resided hare nine years ago. 
A report was presented on 
the progress being made on 
the construction of the New 
Lodge Hall under the jclnt 
efforts of the Odd~ellows and 
Rebeckaha with the aid of a 
No rent 
O 
• mcrease 
TORONTO (CP) - -  There 
will be ,no immediate in- 
crease in rents on more than 
150,000 senior citizm and 
low-income public housing 
units across the country, a 
fedcral.provineinl meeting 
of housing ministers decided 
Tuesday. 
In a JOint announcement 
following the two-day 
meeting, the ministers aid 
the controversial issue will 
he stddied "further by of- 
ficials and a deelsieu made 
at another meeting in 
November. 
But the , provincial 
ministers made it dear that 
Urban Affairs Minister 
Andre Ouellct was putting 
financial pressure m them to 
raise rents by changing the 
way in. whtch the federal 
subsidy to the provinces for 
low-income housing is naleu- 
lated. 
Meat provinces now 
charge public housing 
teuanis reuta ranging from. 
16.7 to 25 per ceut of income. 
The higher the inonme, the 
higher the reut charged. 
Central Mortgage .and 
Housing Corp., for which 
Ouellat is responsible, an- 
nounced mere than a month 
.... ago that .a  new housing 
program worked nut in  
~conBultation', ' with the 
provincial governments 
would raise rent scales on all 
projects to 25 per cent of 
gross income. 
It said the increases would 
be phased over a certain 
period-- generally expected 
to be about three to five 
years. 
POINTS TO PRESSURE 
Claude Bennett, minister 
of housing for Ontario, said 
this would force the 
provinces either to raise 
rents or make up the dif- 
ference f rom their own 
treasuries. 
Walter Smishek, minister 
responsible housing in in 
Saskatchewan, said there 
will be no change in recent 
scales for Saskatohewan's 
7,300 public housing units. 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
June 15, 1978 
On this day in '1215t King 
John of England signed the 
Magns Carta, the first 
detailed statement of feudal 
law. The Magna Carta 
forbade i~pr isonmen; 
Without trial and was the 
first clear agreement bet. 
ween the king and his barons 
as to the exact demands the 
king could place on them and 
and completion is' expected 
by November, 1978. 
The Grand Master in his 
address to the lodge era- would be appreciated. 
Trudeau takes 
hard line on Treu 
large project for all the force against heir wives at each year. Transition house 
community to use and some time. workers are only too 
donations to its construction : The degree of physical familiar with the frequency 
force varies. One is talking .of battering which results in 
about a continuum of pain and scarring of the 
~;everything from a hit or victim. 
Somekind of physicalblew to Wife battering isprobably 
repeated and very extreme the most unreported crime 
kinds of physical abuse, today. Many women d. ontt go 
:They're all part of the same to anybody for years. They 
problem, think they're an isolated 
There are the horrendous, case: they think it's only. 
OTTAWA (CP) ' - -  Op- 
position MPs were accused 
by a shouting Prime 
Minister Trudeau Tuesday of 
attempting to interfere with 
Justice when they demanded 
he l~'senally int~.rveue in 
the case of Alene.~er Peter 
Treu, convicted in a secret 
trial of Official Secrets Act 
violations. 
• In a display of emotion, 
Trudeau took a tough line 
against Conservative L ader 
.Joe Clark, who demanded a 
new trial in the name of civil 
rights, and former prime, 
mlnist~ John Diefenbaker, 
who termed Treu's trial "a  
'disgraceful travesty of 
justice." 
"Every notion of the Bill of 
Rights with which I am ac- 
quainted says that justice 
must follow its course and 
there should be no in-  
terfereuco from politicians, 
such as we see on the other 
side of the House, into the 
judicial process," Trudenu 
said. 
Gerald Baldwin (PC-- 
Peace River) lat~ turned 
Trudeau's  accusat ions 
upside dawn saying what the 
Opposition is after "is in- 
terfering with injustice." 
Baldwin, the MP who has 
spearheaded a wecks-leng 
campaign against he Treu 
trial and the secrets act, has 
been appointed Treu's-co- 
euansel and plans to meet 
with him today. 
Treu, a 50-year.Did defence 
conm~unieations sy tem de- 
signer for the'North Atlantic 
T reaty  Organ izat ion  
(NATO)t was sentenced last 
month to two years in prison. 
He was convicted of twice 
violating the secrets act for 
unauthorized handling of 
classified ocuments. 
special access to facts of 
Treu's case, that Treu's 
defence lawyer .had agreed 
to the secret rial and that 
Treu is following the usual 
paths of justice by appealing 
to higher courts. 
Then he shouted that Die- 
fenbaker "is suggesting that 
the government of the day 
intervene inthis process, ay 
we do not trust courts of 
appeal'end tell them what to 
do. t! 
"That is absolute noa- 
sense," he shouted. Seconds 
later be was on his feet again 
shouting that Diefenbaker 
was "trotting out that old 
cliche" that Parliament is 
the supreme court of the land 
when in reality Parliament 
only makes laws while the 
courts administer them. 
Baldwin, appointed as 
Treu's co~unsel, attempted 
earlier tn get Commons 
approval for summoning two 
cabinet ministers before a 
parliamentary committee to 
explainlwhy Treu's security 
clearance was cancelled in 
1973 and why the govern- 
meat prosecuted Treu while 
he still was receiving 
classified NATO documents 
and contracts. 
Treu told reporters during 
his trial a top civil servant in 
the department of supply 
and services withdrew his 
security clearance, without 
telling him, while he was 
rece iv ing  c lass i f ied  
documents. Baldwin says 
Treu still is receiving NAT• 
contracts despite the h'ia !
and conviction. 
Baldwin ~lid not get 
Commons approval for his 
motibn which involved Jean- 
Pierre Goyer, supply and 
services minister, and 
Justice Minister Ron Bas- 
ford. 
ARGUE LOUDLY Meanwhile, government 
Trudaau'had a loud ex- lawyers are to make ap- 
change of words with plication Friday for release 
Dieleubaker, MP for Prince Of the reasons for judgment 
Albertandlawyersincei919. of Judge Luo Trudel of the 
The MP called Treu's case a Quebec sessions court. The 
scandalous, grave injustice, judgment has beefi kept 
Trudeau said he had no secret on court order. 
mons that the strategy of the 
Parti Quebec•is government 
is to make Ottawa look bad. 
Therefore, people should not 
he surprised when there is 
Lecture Theatre at 8 p.m. 
Thursday, June 15. 
Resource people will be Jade 
MacLaren and Averil Hare 
from D.H.R. Child Abuse 
Team in Vancouver, and 
Donnle Patterson will talk 
about the problem of bat- 
tered women. The evening 
will consist of a film showing 
and panel discussion about 
the above topics. 
VISIT 
the 
\ 
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allows the federal govern- 
meat o send out'cheques of
up to ~ to Quebec tan- 
payers in lieu of aerns~the- 
heard sales tax cuts. 
Opposition Leader Joe 
Clark said Chretien has 
shown his ~ontempt for 
Parliament by twice limiting 
debe.ta on the government 
proposals. 
CRITICIZES MOVE 
Stanley Knowles, New 
Democratic party House 
leader, said the move 
' WEALL  
I 
I 
long because the money will 
be taxed back to the 
provincial coffers. 
The budget measures also 
include changes to the In. 
come Tax Act, new rules for 
smMl business and revised 
regulations governing the 
reg is tered  re t i rement  
savings plans. 
Debate on the budget is to 
resume Friday. MPs will 
spend today and Thursday 
on •topics chosen by the 
Opposition. A 
they could make on their, disagreement between the 
news men. 
1775---George Washington two levels of government. 
was appointed the first Theflnonce minister made 
United States general, the comments as he 
1840--James K. Polk, the defended the 'Liberal 
llth president of the United government's, decision to 
• States, died. proceed with a system of 
I89s--A tidal wave killed income tax rebates to the 
22,-000 people in Japan. majority of Quebec tax- posethe sales tax reduction 
190~-Gustav VI, the king payers as a ~eans of solving plan adopted by the other 
of Sweden, married P~incoss the ninewsek-old sales tax provinces. 
Margaret. dispute with the province. "Pariznau has made i! 
1939--Tbe French sub. The (fRance minister also clcarthatitishisintentiont~ 
marine Phenix sank off was the target of a bitter protect the Quebec economy 
Indoohina. opposition party attack for and that he does not give a 
moving to shut off debate on damn ~bout he rest of the 
the subject for the second. Canadian common market," 
time in a week. he said. 
~f~ . ~  ~ The government forced an Conservatlve final~ce 
t~ t end to clause-by-clause critic Sinclair Steven~ ac. 
study of the ~ measures cnsedChretien of looking for 
contained in the April 1O a confrontation with'Quebec. 
budget. Parizeau has indicated 
The bill puts the budget, provincial tsxpayerswlll not 
proposals into law. It also have the federal rebates for 
before becoming law. 
The bill has dominated 
Commons proceedings 
because of uncertainty as to 
how Ottawa would transfer 
the $186 million set aside for 
Quebec in return for the 
sales tax cuts. 
As MPs continued etailed 
study of the bill, Chretien re- 
peated arguments that he 
could not accept Quebec 
Finance Minister Jacques 
Parizean's decision to ok 
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OTTAWA (CP) - - .  The represented "an affront to 
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its own economy and "does means that next week the bill 
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Job opportunities 
Typist - $4.00 per hour 
D.O.E. Terrace. Permanent 
part.time. Fast accurate 
.typing. 55 w.p.m. 
• General' Office Clerk - $3.25 
per hour. Terrace. Part 
time, Some typing (40 
w.p.m.) 
Dining Ronn'~ Waitress. $3.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Janitor - $4.50 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Cisanofflce 
buildings, varying hours and 
shifts, must be reliable, valid 
drivers licence, some heavy 
work, long term em- 
ployment. 
Secretary-Boskkesper - $800 .
mort, Terrace. Permanent 
full-time, involves typing, 
bookkeeping, control funds 
and stock, reception, mail 
filing. 
Project Manager-  $180 
• weekly. Terrace. Tem- 
porary full-time. Grade 10 
and exp. with related work. 
Experience in workhig with 
the public. Ability to 
supervise mployees. 
Bonkkeeper.Generai Office 
Clerk - D.O,E. Permanent 
inii-time. Prefer ex- 
perienced but will accept 
graduate from vocational 
training. 
Clerk Typist - $750 month, 
Terrace. Shorthahd 
preferred. Typing 45 w.p.m., 
Switchboard, filing ex- 
perience required. 
Baker - $7.00 ~ buor~ to 
starL 'terrace. uermanent 
full Ume. Must have ex~ 
parlance. 
Laboursr & Beokkceper - 
Combination. $138 per week. 
Temporary full time. Must 
have some bookkeeping 
experience.. 
H.D.,Meehanlc - IWA rates.. 
Queen Charloties. Employer 
will accept non ticketed 
tradesman If fully ex- 
perienced with heavy 
logging equipment. 
Dishwasher - $3.70 per hour 
to start. Terrace. Must be 
neat. Opportunity for ad- 
vancement. Weekends off, 
Receptiocist - $800 month. 
Terrace. Genreal reception 
duties, typing speed not as 
important as .the desire to 
improve and progress. 
Clerk I ! -  1,025 month. 
Terrace. Genral typing and 
switchboard backup. 
Housekeeper - $3.50 per 
Terrace. Do hgaH 
housekeeping duties - no 
cooking - some heavy work. 
4-6 hours per we~ek - prefer. 
Fridays - must be reliable - 2 
letters of refermce. 
Executive Secretary %$1,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 6P. 
wpm, filing, transorlbing~ 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
Assodatian of British Columbia aetlHilea are CGA Bulkley /~hapt~" Chairman; Etta "Richmond- of 
executive members and Chapter chairmen. ChlHlwaek, President of the 1,500 member 
Discussing up¢omlag aotlvitles daring last week's Assodatlon; and Fred Punko of Prince George, Princ,~ 
ChapterCongresa in Vancouver are: left to right, W.A .  George.Carlbeo Chapter Chairman, Chapter chalr- 
(Bill) Waiters of Qualicum, Chapter Congress men will guide regional CGA activities during 1978. 
Students hired to combat thefts 
Car Hop Minimum. Five local students have The four young ~vomm little invol~;ed. 
ii ( 
Terrace. Some exp~lence been hired for the summer 
preferred. Evening 6-12. muntha to promote Neigh- 
• Day 11-7. Hours vary when boorhcod Watch, the RCMP 
busy. program aimed at 
decreasing the incidence of 
thefts. 
Waiter.Waitress - $3.22 per Also referred to as 
beur. Terrace. Permanent Operation Identification, the 
full-time. Over 19 years of program will be in full 
I 
hired so far, Nina 
DiGiovnnni, Lynn Taylor, 
Diane Mestad and Heldi 
Hailer, will be going door to 
door to explain the Nelgh- 
bourhned Watch Program 
and organizing block 
meetings. 
(All will carry photo 
identification) 
Project leader Nancy Clay 
explained that the group is 
having some trouble getting 
people to hold the meetings 
~t their homes, but explained 
that there is actually very 
age.. Stock work, cash operation on June 26, 
register and balancing although, some of .the 
ordering, students bega~ their work 
, earlier this month. The 
students h i red'are both 
Registered Nurse - $1124 uulvorsity aud high school 
month. Terrace. Care of students. 
patients in ICU maintenance 
• of equipment. Responsible 
to bead.nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
. Board provided at cost. 
Natives, Chinese 
clash in Vane.- 
Heroin treatment could 
destroy Nanaimo 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Police patrols were in. 
creased in the McLean Park 
housing development ,in the 
city's east end Tuesday.an 
racial tensien,rase following 
: '{he ~beating~death ~ dr' a 
Chinese man Saturday. 
Staff-lmp. Doug McLeod 
of Vancouver city police said 
tension between ative In- 
dians and Chinese groups in 
the area had been growing 
since the slaying of Yew 
Cheun Chan, 46, of Van- 
couver, Saturday. Two In- 
dian youths have been 
charged with second-degree 
murder in connection with 
the attack. 
MeLcod said police were 
called to the homing project 
Sunday after five Chinese 
youths entered the area and 
assaulted an Indian youth. 
He said this was the only 
reported incident of racial 
violence since the murder 
Saturday, io which robbery 
was said to be the motive. 
McLcod said more serious 
clashes between Chinese 
youth gangs and militant 
Indian organizations could 
occur but police were con. 
centrafing on easing tin- 
slam. 
McLend said be met 
Menday with the McLean 
Park residents' committee 
which wanted to form a, 
patrol for protection. 
"i told them the last thing 
we needed were any 
vigilante groups," he said. 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  For- "It is net going to dcoy Alberni) said the . new 
predicted frequent break- 
outs by the lucked-up drug 
addicts. 
"The only thing, it will 
accomplish is do a lot of 
damage to the City of 
Nanaimo." 
He' made the comments 
during debate on the Heroin 
Treatment x.Act, which 
outlines a three-year 
treatment •program in- 
eiuding detention for a max- 
imum of three years at 
Brannen Lake,. a former 
juvenile centre in Nanalmo, 
attendance at a treatment 
clinic or supervision. 
WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL 
The Nanaimo MLA said 
that the Brannen Lake 
centre did not work as a 
containment centre for 
juveniles and would have 
less success in ,containing 
adultsj; "the kids got out nl- 
most at will." 
Stupich said the youths 
frequently broke into nearby 
residences, "stole, did 
damage, 'stele cars, trucks 
and has's--ell of those things 
are so close to that facility." 
"And now we're talking 
about adults, and those 
adults l'm sure, will not he 
deterred for long by an eight- 
foot fence. They'll he 
breaking out into that 
community doing their 
• damage." " - 
He said the centre will dp 
nothing except relieve some 
of .the problems in Van- 
couver and ,New West- 
minster. 
people within that fence 
access to drugs. It's not 
:going to deny them access to 
people outside of the'fence 
whe want o get in aed talk to 
them. It's not going to deny 
them the ability to get over 
that fence and get out into 
'-the¢ommunity and to go be- 
~ond ' l l~t commnnty 
anytime they choose to do so. 
MAY DESTROY CITY 
"It will achieve nothing 
program wW create addicts 
rather than help them. 
"This is tragic legislation 
designed to meet a redneck 
idea about  what the 
government should be doing 
about heroin addiction." 
Eilecn Dailly (NDP,-~ 
-Burnaby North) said she ~vas 
ashamed to have to stand 
and debate such a bill. 
"I'm proud to belong to a 
party more concerned about 
the neighbors to knew each 
other. 
At the back of the booklet 
is a place' for all the neigh- 
burs to lest their addresses 
and telephone numbers, o if 
something suspicious is 
happening near one person's 
The block meetings are 
held whenever the neighbors 
choose and last about two 
hours. A member of the 
local detach n~ent of the 
RCMP attends the meeting, 
shows a film en Neigh. 
borhned Watch, distributes house, other neighbors can 
pamphlets, discusses the determine if that person is 
program, and gives a home. 
demomtrationundsorlocks. Also at the meetings, 
Not only do these meetings names are taken so the 
inform a group of people student workers can later go 
about the program, Clay to the persons' homes to 
said, but they serve an ad- mgrave their valuables with 
ditional purpose of getting their Social InsUrance 
Numbers, making it easier 
for police to recover the 
items if they are stolen. 
Each household which has 
these items marked is then 
given a Neighbourhood 
Watch sticker to put on their 
front door. 
Terrace RCMP also have a 
summer employee working 
on business security intown. mor finance minister Dave 
Stupich said Tuesday that a 
compulsory heroin addiction 
NOTICE Pob~rED treatment centre at Brannen 
On Monday, a notice was Lake could destroy Nanalmo 
posted in the 459-unit as a community in which 
development, advising peo.ple can live relatively 
residents*to, stay behind qme~ty. . 
loeked"doo'rsi,"aft~m~. . dark.," St upich (NDP--Nanalmo) 
Th~;d-iare ......... ahout~ eat iv~ : "  .... In-'- =' toldt, the BrlUSh . Columbia 
dian families living there. " legislature~atsucha centre 
McLeed said the groups will accomplish nothing for 
have never co-existed drug treatment, and 
happily in the area. Othe.r 
city homing projects, with as 
many as 500 families living 
within in a city block, also 
generated unrest because of 
the great number of people 
in a confined area, 
rdeLend said the in- 
creasing number of Indians 
moving into the area since 
November added to the 
problem. 
• "We've had an increased 
number of strset'crimes 
Since then--muggiogs, 
strnng-arming and that sort 
of thifig.'l don't like to sound 
racist but, in roughly 80 per 
coat of those crimes, the 
suspect is deseribed as a 
native Indian.". 
He said a two-man 
Chinatown community 
policing project had been 
effective in limiting the 
spread of Chinese youth 
gangs. 
The Van(:euver police 
• department has one Chinese 
member.' Inspector Hank 
Starek said the man was at 
police academy and would 
start active duty Sunday. 
There are no Indian officers 
on the force. 
Man pleads guilty, 
to bride's shooting 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
' B.C. (CP) -- Nathan Elwond 
Diugman, 72, of Burnaby, 
B.C., pleaded guilty in 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court Tuesday to a reduced 
,charge of manslaughter 
following the shooting death 
Nov. 26 of Pasimaca 
Dingman, his i8-year-old 
Fijian bride of three months. 
Dingman was sentenced to
two years less a day by 
Justice George Murray after 
be changed his plea on the 
second ay of hiB trial, 
Dingman was originally 
• charged with sncond-degrse 
murder after the woman was 
hilled by a single shot from a 
12-guage shotgun at the 
couple's apartment. 
Court was told Mrs. 
DiN(man came from Fiji to 
act as companion and 
housekeeper for Dingman 
last August and married her 
employer in September. 
IIEAlU) ACCUSED 
Mrs. bingman's t~0usin, 
Surovi Fong, said Monday 
she Sl~)ko to the victim on the 
telephone on the night of" 
• Nov. 2,5: SIw, sai~ she heard 
Dingman in the.background 
asking: "Who's that? is that 
your boyfriend?': 
Edward Ruttig, 80, the 
Dingmaes' neighbor, said be. 
heard "a big bang" just 
before midnight and when he 
got out of bed, be noticed 
hales in the wall of his 
bedroom, in .t.h~., bedroom 
wind0w.and in" the curtain 
covering the window. 
Police later found a 12- 
guage shotgun in the 
Dingman apartment, with a 
live shell in the breach and a 
spent shell on the bedroom 
dresser. 
Police ako fotmd several 
cases of beer, scattered 
• empty beer bottles and 
empty glasses in the apart- 
meat. 
I,FAVFHFFNCIN(i 
(;ItOUP 
MONTREAL (CP) George 
Fisehlin of Montreal said 
Tuesday he has resigned as 
first vice-president of the 
• Canadian Fencing 
Association. He declined to 
say why. Fishlin was elected 
to the position a year ago 
positive but it may well basic civil rights of the i n -  
destroy Nanaimo." dividual in society than with 
Norm Levi ' (NDP--Van- votes." 
couver-Burrard) renewed Rosemary Brown (N.DP~ 
the call for a controlled Vancouver-Burrard) said 
hero in  ma intenance  thelegislationhasnethingto 
program instead of the du with addietian but was an 
government's proposed instance of the government 
treatment plan. ' reacting in a negative way to 
Bob Skelly (NDP-- a problem. 
Wine tank explodes, 
kills one in Kelowna 
KELOWNA, B.C. (Up) -- 
An inquest will be held into 
an explosien Monday that 
killed One man and injured 
another at Calona Win'es Ltd. 
in this Oimasgan'city. 
Lawrence Lavoie, 53, .of. 
nearby Winfield, an era- 
ployee at Calena, was killed 
when a sherry wine tank 
exploded, tearing out one 
wall of the winery owned by 
Stadilard Brands, 
The second man, whose 
name was net released, was 
taken to hospital for treat- 
meat of undetermined in- 
juries and discharged. 
"We believe there were 
two explosions," said Jack 
Roberts, deputy fire chief. 
"The first buckling the walls 
of the. vat allowing alcohol 
fumes to eseape~ and the 
second coming about a 
minute later. 
"We aren't sure yet of the 
cause of the second ex- 
plosion." 
• Roberts aid the first bl/mt 
was belived to have come 
when employees were 
soldering a water line and 
condenser coming into the 
top of the wine vat. 
More than 30 fireman were 
called to the winery to 
combat the fire which broke' 
out after the explosion. 
"The alcohol in the wine, 
tank was burning as well as 
wine which had spewed out 
of the vat onto the floor," 
Roberts aid. 
Foam was used to ex- 
tinquish the blaze in the vat," 
and firemen had the fire out 
in about 20 minutes. 
Winery officials were not 
available for comment and 
there was no estimate of 
damage. 
Police were continuing the 
investigation. No. date has 
been set for the inquest. 
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Gas users would 
pay $100 more 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Homeowners in the British 
Columbia Interior would 
have to pay an extra $149 a 
year for natural gas heating 
if the producers get their 
way, Inland Natural Gas Co. 
says in a brief prepared for 
submission today to the B.C. 
Energy Commission. 
• Last week the commission 
was told that a proposal by 
Imperial Oil Ltd. to increase 
natural gas prices, if ap- 
proved by th,e B.C. govern- 
ment, would mean the 
average, homeowner in the 
Vancouver area would have 
to pay an additional $100 a 
year. 
The energy commission is
collecting data from 
producers and consumers on" 
the pricing of natural gas as 
pert of its fourth annual 
review of the B.C. oil and gas 
industry. 
The increase Inland 
Natural Gas Co. predicts is 
based on the assumption that 
the price of gas would be 
increased to 85 per cent of 
the 1980 price of crude oil, a 
move advocated by the gas 
producers. 
Inland also says in its bri~ 
that if increased gas prices 
force industries inits area to 
move to oil from gas heating, 
the cost of their products 
would go up and unem- 
ployment would result, 
because plants couldn't 
produce at prices com- 
petitive with plants in other 
areas. 
Inland has 74,000 
customers, about 65,000 
residential and about 9,000 
industrial and commercial 
customers, including many 
in the forest industry. 
PRICE INCREASE~ 
"Loss of industrial gas 
' sales, volume would cause 
major price increases to the 
remaining natural gas 
customers," Inland also 
says. 
"This is the first time 
Inland has opposed a price 
hike," D. M. M. Goldie, 
Inlsad's legal counsel, said 
in an interview Tuesday. 
Cominco Ltd., an Inland 
customer, already has told 
the commission that if gas 
rates keep going up it may be 
forced to convert o oil, or 
buy the ammonia it needs to 
make fertilizer at its Trail, 
B.C., plant from its factory 
in Carseland, Aita. 
As an example of recent 
industrial gas price in- 
creases, inland points out 
that he annual cost of gas to 
Northland Pulp and Paper 
CO., of Prince George, B.C., 
is $3,054,000 for 1978, com- 
puted with $1,071,000 in 1973, 
while consumption was 
exactly the same. 
Inland is recommending 
that the wellhead price 
remain at its present level 
for at least a year because 
"payments oproducers now 
appear to be adequate to 
encourage xploration and 
development." 
3'Nelson persons 
killed in erash 
AI Bayles, of Victoria, will 
be checking security at local 
shops and,  stores and 
recommending how to ira. 
prove building security. 
File cards will also be kept 
KETTLE FALLS, Wash. 
(CP) - The bodies of Brad 
Miehell 38, Tom Engan, 25, 
and Nancy MacDonald, 29, 
all of the Nelson, B.C. area, 
were recovered Tuesday 
from the wreckage of a light 
plane in Lake Roosevelt, 
about 24 kilometres north of 
this northern Washington 
community. 
The search for the body of 
Dawn Reuse, 20, also of 
at the Terrace detachment Nelson, was halted became 
with numej and numbers,0f of the risk of injury to~ divers 
th~ p~'s0n to contact in case Working arom~d ~e. plane, 
of a business break-in: under about 22 metres of 
water and entangled in 
power lines. A strong 
current and limited visibility 
hampered the search, a 
Stevens County official said. 
The.plane crashed into the 
lake, behind Coulee Dam on 
the Columbia River, 
Saturday after striking four 
high-voltage lines strung 
across the lake. 
Stevena County police said 
Tuesday they assume the 
plane was flying up the river 
at low altitude whm it struck 
the lines., Washington Water 
Power :Compa~ >engineers 
said the lines are not marked 
on aviation charts. 
Followthe 
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THE FUN AND G~ CITY ,, , .~  
On Monday, June 12, the Government of 
Canada made public a major statement of 
• federal government policy on national uriity, 
calling for a fundamental renewal of the 
Canadian Federation. 
A booklet covering highlights ot the 
policy paper, "A Time lot Action:' 
is available at your post office: 
3232 Emerson Street i 
If you w'ish to receive a copy of the lull text 
of "A  Time for Action" or addiliona! copies 
ol the h,ighlights, please write to: 
Canadian Unity Information Office 
P.O. Box 1986 
Postal Station B 
Ottawa, Canada 
K1P 6G6 
~q~ Government  . . . . . .  Gouvernementj..,,____,_ 
) , 
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EDITORIAL. 
Wife Beating, Torturing- h CAN Happen Here. 
While the women of the Terrace and Kitimat 
districts are trying to establish shelters for 
"battered wives", and "violence in the family" 
is the subject of a conference in Terrace this 
week, front page headlines in a Vancouver 
newspaper broke the story on a "...tale of tor- 
ture, beating" and burning of a housewife, in 
Prince Rupert that reads like something from 
the Dark Ages, by her husband who, apparently, 
had not even been arrested. According to Philip 
Mills, of the Province Victoria Bureau, the story 
broke when Rosemary Brown, the NDP member 
of the legislature for Vancouver-Burrard, told 
the B.C. Legislature, this week, haw, on August 
13 last, the woman was taken to the Prince 
Rupert Regional Hospital from her home suf- 
fering 'massive' face and .he.ad injuries and 
GUEST EDITORIAL 
severe burns to the abdomen' 
According to Rosemary, the woman had been 
beaten by her husband, who attacked her again 
inter in Vancouver General Hospital, Where she 
had been flown because of her. injuries. 
Brown said the woman now has impaired 
vision, is paralysed from the waist down and in 
the arms and may have brain damage. She is 
recovering in the G.F. Strdng Rehabilitation 
Centre in Vancouver and is expected to be sent 
home in December. Brown complained that the 
Prince Ruliert RCMP have no recollection of the 
incident and refuse to testify about it. She asked 
Gardom to intervene on the woman's behalf and 
Premier Bennett replied that he would notify the 
absent Gardom of the request. 
Brown, who did not name the woman, said the 
Gas from 
TerrAlioo In Wonderland woodwaste 
The hassle over store hours in Terrace drags on and on 
with little relief in sight, while the issue continues to become 
clouded with statement and counter4tutsment, all in the 
name of free onterpriee and the good d all segmmts of the 
community. 
The mercbants (at least these who affiliate themselves 
with spakeepersoas) claim they want the present hours by- 
law repealed but only ff it is immediately replaced with 
another, which they claim w,ould protect both hmineesmon 
and consumers alike. 
The reasoning, according to statements made in the past 
several weeks, is that store owners will be faced with an 
unfairly competitive market and costs to customers will 
increase as a result of increased overhead. 
The warning of dire consequences take in a nmnber of 
ether items which include mass confusion and irresponsible 
demands by cm|sumers for wide-open everything. 
These are the same businessmen who deliberately broke 
the law a few months back whes they kept their doors open 
for "Midnite Madness" and cried the blues when e.barges 
were laid by the district. 
But now tliey claim repentance. 
Fifteen merchants pleaded guilty last week to the charges 
and were rewarded with a slap on the wrist in the form of 
absolute di~lmrges. 
(It's worth noting that at least one district employee came 
• out with the statement that he was dissatisfied with the 
outcome of the matter. In a confidential report which was 
released to the media, the employee r ported to council that 
be is "loath to at ,t~n, pt enforcemest cgthe ~hop closing by. 
law in the future, and said he finds it difficult to an- 
derstsnd why the Imslness community should not be 
~ib le  enough ~ a merchants a sociation to
control hours of operation. 
Meanwhile, the merchants, through their oflte'ial lobbying 
group the Chamber of Cmmnerce, have asked forg0 days to 
get their stuff together "assembling input" into what they 
think a new by4aw should contain. 
Many council meetings ago the merclmm were invited, 
humbly even, by council to take part in these discussions but 
with the history of conflict between the Chamber and council 
'~as-a-whole, perhoimthere is a communkation .problem.~ 
.~.. ~'~. e!ms also ~ some speculation or .lqnumclo as to 
whether this whole business was prompted by the Midnite 
Madness affair or by the impanding arrival of K-Mart on the 
eccoe. 
One alderman was clever enough to suggest the Chamber 
"get on the ball" with their proposal before K-Mart's place in 
the new Skeena Shopping Mall is completed, which could be 
within the 90 day period suggested as a "qunsh"4ime by the 
Chamber. 
Both the Chamber of commerce, and their Junior group, 
the Jayeeen, have opposed absolute repeal of the manielpal 
shop ~.losing by-law which, ff not replaced, would leave 
epming hours to the Municipal Act, that inspiring little green 
hock which would leave the store operator open. to en- 
forcemest procedures by the RCMP and the Crown. 
Never mind that some communities like Prkce Ru~rt 
have been without a municipal by.law govem'ing hours for 
some.Z} years without aproblem they say; all it takes is one 
complaint, and bingol 
• Those qunters of the Municipal ACt have failed to paint cut 
that a municipal by-law could exempt each and every 
business from any hours restriclic~,'dolng away with that 
threat .  
The unfortuanate part of the' entire issue is that more 
consumers haven't spoken out about heir desire to shop after 
work when stores are not so crowded. The B.C. Government 
Employees made a feeble attempt o pall shoppers, but 
despite their resulte in favour of unlimited shepp/ng hours, 
their eport seems to carry little w~ght with anyone. 
What's needed issome ffort by council members to get out 
frem under the influence of the bnsineim community and get 
Terrace out of the dark ages when it comes to a simple, ac- 
toally silly thing like chopping. 
Aooountants to 
Aooount 
a special committee of the 
Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants hat 
has sprat a year studying the 
role of the auditoT, will 
report o the conference and 
participate in a fellbw-up 
panel discussion. 
British Columbia clmr- 
tered accountants will 
examine the role of the 
auditor at their annual 
conferee, co this month in 
K~lowoa. 
The Institute of Chartered 
Accanntar.ts of British 
Columbia is holding its 
annual meeting June 14 to 16 
in the Capri Hotel. About 300 
CAs and their wives are 
expected to attend, 
Jack Adams, chairman of 
Other panels will discuss 
time managemmt, stress 
and the executive, and in. 
terpersonal relatlcoshlpa. 
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B.C. Energy Commlmdon 
Chairman Norman Gish has 
announced the comldeilon of  
a study which examined the 
commercial feasibility of a 
geslfler producing fuel gas 
from wood-waste. 
The stu'dy was com- 
NOTE OFCOPYRIGHT 
The Herald retains full, complete and scle copyright 
~n eny advertisement produced end.or any editorial or 
ibhotographlc contenf published In the Herald. 
~eproductlon .is not permitted without the 'written 
ibermisslen of the Publisher. 
Brow:, ,~aid thatif the woman had died legal 
action pro~)ably would have resulted through an 
inquest. ~ 
But, because she lived,' 'The way it stands now 
is that justice would have occurred only if she 
case was not isolated. "Police in Prince Rupert 
are not trained to deal with family violence;" she 
said. She also asked if the woman qualifies for 
Workers' Compensation Board assistance for 
criminal injuries. 
Human Resources Minister Bill Vander Zalm 
said he would see if a 24 hour home care service 
could be provided so the woman could keep her 
two children at home. 
• Outside the house, Brown said Gardom has 
been asked to press charges by the woman's 
sister and by a women's group in Prince Rupert. 
She said the woman apparently was tortured, 
and burned with ropes in the first beating. The 
attack at the Vancouver General Hospital ended 
with her husband being escorted out of the 
building by police. 
had died." 
In a telephone conversation with Rosemary 
Brown, Wedneiday~ the HERALD was told the 
RCIVIP in Rupert have a "huge file" on the case, 
and the delay in prosecuting was caused by the 
woman being in astate of confusion and a state 
of amnesia s the result of her injuries. 
A follow-up of today's editorial will appear in 
tomorrow's HERALD.  
See article on front page of today's paper for 
an account of the case according to Sgt. Winarski 
of, the Prince Rupert RCMP.  
mlsslmed by the B.C. Wcod- 
Waste Energy Coordinating 
Committee, which,ls chaired 
by Glah and invludes 
representatives from the 
federal and provincial 
governmentsand theCouncil 
of Forest Industries. 
The study, based m a pilot 
model developed by B.C. 
Research and uaderlakon by
H.A. Simons (intormtianal) 
Ltd., estimated that he cost 
required to "bt~l. d a prot0- 
type-o f  a commercial 
gesifler would be about $I 
million for a 30 million Btu. 
(British thermal unit) 
hour system. 
"The technology Ipoks 
promising," said Gish "We 
are ho~ul  that the next- 
stage of development wil l  be 
undertakon by a commercial 
firm working with B.C. 
Research to further 
demonstrate the prmpects of 
Ottawa,- If you are in any doubt that the reasons must remaifl anonymous'that French 
Canadian Government-unique in the world- Canada hasn't got its own, newer and more 
wants the English majority to speak the modern Military college patterned after RMC. 
language of the French minority, hear what It has the College MilRaire Royale. 
happened the other day at the graduation parade But still, Royal Military College must go 
at Royal Military College. '~ '  
One quarter of the Cadet Wing ~was absent, bilingual. As Prime Minister Trudeau so often has said, 
They were the first year class of the four year he isn't resigning nor retiring-although t ere 
course, are whispers that sectors of the Liberal Party 
Where were they, when in other years they had finding him a drag on its fortunes might cut him 
marched with the rest of thewing in review leese-until, as he puts it, "biling.ualism in 
before the Minister of National Defence? Canada is irreversible." 
Well, Defence Minister Barney Danson was And the officer corps of the Armed Forces has 
there, 'not in the traditional and ceremonial to be a very key-and sensitive-sector in the 
cutaway and morning trousers, but in a light "Frenchifying," as former Languages Com. 
green ':civvy" summer suit. missiouer Keith Spicer once put it in his report o 
But the first year class was away at St. Jean, Parliament, of all elements under, federal 
Quebec, in the language' sch.op) next door to control. ' 
College Militaire Royal, learning French. Coincidentally the government has abandoned 
So what's wrong with that? its efforts to determine from examination ofthe 
Nothing, actually, in the ,~;reality Of the polls how the Armed Forces, posted in Quebec, 
language expectations-and demands--of the voted in the last provincial election. 
federal government. ,~r, Initially there was open rejoicing among 
Yes, nothing, except that in its long and proud separatists-as reported in parts of the not us- 
tradition, Royal Military College has been t~e supportive Quebec media-that the vote in the 
bastion of the honor and glory of Engl;sh polls around St. Hubert and Valcartier went 
Canada's fighting forces, serving as the soucce heavily for Rene Ievesque and his Pequistes. 
and renewal of cammand personnel lost to age Now after months of supposed scrutiny of the 
and retirement, and in wars to sacrifice o, the results, the government has abandoned the 
field of action, examination O grounds that it proved to be too 
It isn'e, says an officer of the high command at inconclusive. 
National Defence Headquarters--who for olxvious Interesting, though, what? 
this newesergy 
technology." 
Gish sa/d rmulte of the 
gaslfier study, would be made available to any. in. Ri¼er rafter's dream scene on trip down the wild and beactUui ~mlxon  
terest~ party. River. in British Columbia, B.C. Travel Photo 
Cents WoHh .... . . . . . .  . . . .  y TW0  . . . . . .  " VMdergu0h' 
So, dear Graci-e is all up-tight about the new have more of a chance of being run over by a andknowit but it is far worse to me a millionaire 
Federal Lottery. Haven't we come a long way wild buffalo than winning!! But does this deter •and NOT KNOW IT. 
when only a few years back lotteries were illegal thelgambler? Not on your Nelly! Then there is 
and Irish Sweepstakes tickets were •furtiVely" Los Vegas-the'city of gamblers. I am sure if • I, along with millions of other luckless people, 
flashed from under raincoats for fear of the there was a two minute warning that a tidal dream of the BIG WIN and what I would do with 
• seller being eaughtwith t e seliee. Now we are wave was going to swamp the city, there would 
turning the whole business into a national in- Still be twohundred die-hards hanging unto those read that Flossie Filbert will not change now she 
cident; One thing is for sure, there is big money handles until the bitter end-and with their usual is a millionalress. What a waste!  The person 
in them lotteries and no-one wants to give up the luck, they would hit the jackpot AFTER the tidal after my own heart, quits his job, and blows his 
gold mine. From the very early times ~hen wave. first $100,000on wine, women and groceries, then 
Anthony used to beat the - -  off Cieo playing Actually, gambling is a disease. From the 
XXI, and the Poker .Kings used to ride. the child in s~ l  betting his pet snake onlthe out- 
sternwheelers looking for a fat-walieted sucker come of marbles ~ to grandmother playing the 
(atleast that is what Dean Martin says) we have horses-no, age is immune. Marriages have 
always been gamblers. Whether it be at the broken up because of it and rich men have •invests the whole bloody lot, should be banned 
race-track or on the cards, man is prepared to become paupers with it. Ever s~ce from ever buying another lottery ticket. ' 
lose his shirt for that win. Ask someone for a Michelangelo bet with Leonardo da Vinci that 
dollar for a real-nourished child in a far Off place' man wouldn't fly-gambling has been a loser's To be serious for a moment-I really think that 
and no way - but offer that same person a game.• ' ° "all our lottery money should stay out West, 
chance at winning a million dollar 'used' grain It is ha~ to believe that here would be enough 
shipment and you can have $10. I haven't heard .of a market for another lottery. ' Frankly I can't 
of anyone going without aplate of beans because keep track of the ones we have now. I could be a here in the first place. So Gracie-takethe bull 
father blew the last tenser on Loto Canada, but I millionairees and not know it because I never by the horns and create a SUPER lottery for 
am sure it has happened. " can find thiit ticket when the draw is made- SUPER British Columbians living in SUPER 
I remember reading that one's chances of either that or I can'tfind the numbers when I dO NATURAL British Columbia, and show Ions 
winning on these lotteries are next to none. You find the ticket. It is one thing to be a millionaire where it's all ~it. 
4 
OTTAWA OFFB[AT ". 
all that money. I get positively hostile when I 
• takes off on his yacht with a bevy of buxom 
beauties (or a gaggle of gorgeous gigolos) to 
spend the rest. Now THAT is the only way to go. 
The guy who stays inhis accountant's job and 
where it belongs. I can't really cotton to sup- 
porting the Olympic Games which I didn't want 
by Riohard Jackson 
• •Meanwhile, groups from Quebec have been 
demonstrating on  Parliament I-Iill and at 
Queen's Park, with "demands" on both the 
federal and the Ontario governments for French 
Canadian cultural and language rights. 
Those "rights" include government public 
services in French. 
• This they have from • the federal governme;nt 
but the demand is always for more-like public 
service salary bonuses for bilingualism. 
The squeeze comes when nobody is demon- 
strafing here on Parliament Hill and at Queen's 
Park, with "demands" on both the federal and 
the Ontario governments for French Canadian 
cultural and language rights. 
Those "rights" include government public 
services in French. 
This they have from the federal government 
but the demand is alwasys for more-like public 
service salary bonuses for bilingualism. 
• The squeeze comes when nobocy is demon- 
strafing here on Parliament Hill--or in Quebec 
City-for English rights which in French Canada 
are being legislated away. 
Only in Canada, says former Liberal Defence 
Minister •James Richardson, member of the 
Trudeau Cabinet who left in a rage over "force- 
fed" bilingualism, is the majority encouraged, 
.cajoled, bonused, pressured, ahd in some in- 
stances compelled to learn the language of the 
minority. . ' 
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Norman settles score 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
It didn't take Fred Nor- 
man. long to settle a score, 
with Chicago Cubs. 
The last time the Cin- 
cinnati left-hander faced the 
Cubs, he was blasted off the 
mound by a fierce Chicago 
attack that resulted in a 10.1 
National League baseball 
lose. 
That was a week ago. But 
Tuesday night, Norman 
threw it back in the Cuba' 
teeth, combining with 
Meyer  Doug Bair t~ fashina 
a four-hit, 1.6 triumph for the 
Reds. 
"Everything was there, 
the good command and good 
location," Norman said. 
"And I knew exactly what I
wanted to come back with." 
It was one of Norman's 
beat performances' in a 
Cincinnati uniform. He 
didn't allow a hit until Steve 
Ontiveros ingled in the fifth 
and only three Cubs reached 
second base until the ninth. 
Then, with rumers ou first. 
end third, Bair came on to 
"strike out the last two batters 
and preserve the win. 
In other games, Los 
Angeles Dodgers beat 
Philadelphia Phillies 5.S, San 
Francisco Giants stopped' 
nocrelma ~ ~ rdM 
work. 
Astros | Piratss 1 
Cusar Codmo tripled home 
Davis Wal l~ from third 
with two out iu the ol~th to 
lead Houston over Pitt: 
sburgh. With one out, 
Wall~l sinsled and ,tole 
s~ond before moving to 
third ou a i~undef by Enes 
CaM.  Cedano followed with 
m t r i~  to tl~ rtsht cen~ 
field wall off ~ Jim 
Bthby, 4"3. 
Ken Fonch, 2-2, was the 
• w inner  w i th  Mel  help h'om 
Joe Sombito. 
Braves IS Cardinak 1 
Pitcher Pr~tun Hanna hit 
I~  first major lea~e homer 
and recorded his filth win as 
Atlanta seam seven runs in 
the sevnoth lanl~ to rant St. 
Louis. 
Hanna's homer opened the 
fourth off starter  Silvin 
Giants i Expea S 
Jack Clack drove in four 
• rum with a double end a 
th r~nm • burner to  
San Francisco ova' Mou- 
t ree l .  Left.hander Bob 
Kae l~,  S.6, servived a 
shaky ilne-ren fimt 
end then retired le hatters in 
a row to ~ the Glare' 
fourth attaint v ice .  
The Expos took a 11-0 lead 
in the first on ToW P~es's 
basesleaded double. But the" 
Giants rallied with two runs 
intbeMt~n o f tbe~ off 
]osa" Budy May, H ,  aud 
then went ahead to stay with 
~'es  mere rans In ~e ~th, 
with Clark contributing a 
key RBI double. 
Mete 3 Padres 
Lamy Rondle's .two-run 
single la the ninth paond New 
York over San Diego. 
Rondle's hit come off  
Mover Rollin Fingere, 2-7, Martinsz, 2-1. Hanna, 5-1, 
while Skip Loekwced, 7-4, worked seven innings, 
gained the victory with two " allowing six hitz 
-CAN YOU IMAgiNE YOUI~ELF SITTING ON A 
COMFORTABLB GARDEN CHAIR AT A 9,000 FEET 
HEIGHT IN TEE SKY OR SKIMMING ALONG THE 
GROUND LIKE A BIRD. 
New 
Orioles win i n  Aviation 
12th straight 
Mouh'enl Expos 9-5, New +By M ASSOCIATED 
York Mete edged San Diego PRESS 
Padres 3-2, Houston Astrea Baltimore mamq[er Earl 
ulppedPitisbml[hP tratea~2" Weaver said it was a 
I end Atlanta Braves routed lougshot, but pitcher Mike 
F lans~ had a beret anme 
for it--Eddie Murray. 
The Orioles, saved by 
Mtm'ay's two-o~ 10th-lanlng 
homer, wan in the llth on. 
Larry Roriow's RBI 
and stretched their 
American League baseball 
winnhq[ strnsk to L~ with a 5. 
s victory ever Seattle 
Mar ine Tuesday n~hi. 
St. LOUIS Cardinals 12-1. 
Catcher Don Werner, 
subbin~ fer injured Johnny 
Bench, net only gave Nor- 
man/help behind the.plato 
but:at bat as well. Hid 
sacrifice fly in the fourth 
inning provided the Reds 
• with their winning run. The 
young catcher was starting 
his 17th straight game since 
victory in the lust26 
and the Mariim~ thdr elxth 
stralsht loss. 
Roysb S, Rangers O 
Rich Gale held Texas 
hitleus for ~ ~ na 
reuto toa oue-hltt~ over the 
Rangers. 
AI Oliver tripkd down the 
right field line in the seventh 
inning to break Gale's no- 
hitter. 
~.? .Blue Jays ~-|- 
Dan Ford drova in three 
rims with a homer end a 
to.lead Minnnso~ in 
• In t .  r l r . l~ /~ l . la ,  I I lU lbUdy ,  JUr le  13, |Y / l~ ,  I PA I~ Ik 5 
t • CFL opens with w mper 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
The Canadian Football 
League fie-sessas chedule 
Opened with a whimper and a 
couple of ouches Tuesday 
with Calgary ,Stampeders 
beating Edmonton Eskimos 
25-19 and British Columbia 
Lions defeating Montreal 
Alouettes 15-9 in a pair of 
[[ames that featured only 
four offensive touchdowns. 
The Stampeders' win 
before a crowd of 22,1~ at 
Soccer fans 
aren't booing 
By M A880CIATED 
PRESS 
Now York Cosmos of the 
North American Soccer 
League figured they had 
something to prove to their 
fans Tuesday night, and even 
a 2-1 baiflime deficit Wasn't 
galug to stand in their way. 
"This was our ~naWer to 
the people in New York," 
said Cosmos coach Eddie 
Pirmanl, who saw his side 
rally for three seonnd*haif 
goals and defeat Minnesota 
4-2 More a record crowd of 
46,370 at Metropolitan 
Stadium. 
RAZ-MUT is a one seat. landing. It is equipped with "The fans booed'nn i  our 
monoplane powered by stall fence and flaps, last homo game (won by 
either a Vo]kewagon or a TheRaz-MutwasdesipM New York 1.6 over 
McCullock engine. It is an by the inventor Jean, St- Philadelphia) because ~ we 
opm air des~n with no cock- GermainofDrummeadville, only wan by a goal," mr- 
pit for the pilot but ~ptinaal que., who holds mere than plained FirmanL "We get 
partial cabin, sixteen patents. The ~0~- annoyed at~ this. These guys 
ROz-Mut is one of the elusive franchize for are human; they're not 
smaileatair~aftnewflyisg, manufacturing, distribution robots. We can't win every 
It operates on either 
automobile or aviation fuel 
ate scot of gun to two dollars 
an hour. Te Roz-Mut is 
expected to find a large 
audience fen .  anyoue in. 
tm~ed in Aviation and 
end sale of the product in game easily." 
Canada was recently In other NASL games 
acquired by a company California Surf shut out 
formed of over a forty share- Tulsa Rouglmecks 3-0 end 
holders and managed by a Philadelphia Fury beat 
President and Directors Dallas Tornado 1.6. 
elected. The Rar-Mut has Wim~ against he Kicks 
leskiugferthrillendinwe~st been accepted by the did not come easily fer Now 
machine. Department of Transport York, which raised ita record 
The name Roz-Mut is. under the Ultra Light to 13-2. Steve Hunt gave the 
derived from a frmch.term Category.. Cosmos a quick 1.6 lead at 
meaning "to ~dm ale~ the 
we would wln,"Firmani 
said. 
"l'li toll yon (me thing. If 
our crowds backed us llke 
they do here (in Minnesota) 
it would be fabulous." 
In the locker-room, 
Cosmos players were saying 
the game may turn out to be 
the best contest soccer Calgary kicker Cyril 
viewers will have chance to • McFell booted three field 
see this year, and perhaps 
ovna be a preview of the 
North American Soccer 
League's National Con- 
ference playoff inal. 
"We'll play them again I 
think in the playoffs," noted 
Giorgio Chinaglia, the 
NASL's leading scorer with 
17 goals and eight assists, 
"Weknow we dLsappointod 
our fans a bit and we wanted 
to put things right again," 
added Steve Hunt. "This was 
the best game you'll see in a 
long time. I think both teams 
l~oved they're the two best, 
at least right now." 
PLAYOFF MATCH 
"The game could have 
gone ither way," said Kicks 
coach Freddie Gcodwin. 
"Now our immediate g0al 
is to win the division and get 
into the playoffs. Then we'll 
have to get by this team to 
reach the Soccer Bowl." 
"It's always a pleasure to 
play a 'Freddie Goudwin 
team," Firmani said. 
"It's a shame we'd have to 
meet hem before the league 
finel...ff we make it," be 
said.. 
But that would be a good 
rematch. 
Calgary featured the most 
action, including the 
removal by amlminnce o~. 
Edmonton rookie running 
back Barnabas White. 
White was taken to 
hospital with undelermined 
injuries suffered in the 
fourth quarter. Earlier, 
Eskimos lOst defensive beck 
Larry Highhaugh with an 
ankle injury. 
Tom F'orzael, as a 58-yard 
pass from Matthew Reid, 
end Bob Vlccars, an a 15. 
yard pass from rookie 
quarterback Craig Jun- 
tunas, helped the Stampe- 
ders build a 22:9 lead going 
into the fourth quarter and 
they survived a late Ed- 
monton rally which included 
Edmontna's only touchdown 
on a throe-yard pass by Ten 
Wilkinson to Jim Germany. 
All other informatlons 13:50, but Minnesota a back injury sidelined Weaver didn't bother to the second game of the ground The Roz-Mut may aboutthiswanderfulairoraft rebounded, on tallies by Bench. hide his suprtse. 
Dodgers SPhmtos 3 "Tbat'a what you hope for, doubleheader. " tack.simple in appearance may be obtained at a cost Charley George end Ras 
In the first game, Willie but not In performance. It including: information Futcher to pot the Kicks in 
~Lee Lacy hit a three-run but .deep down you don't Norwood had two hits and can fly up to g,000 fect with a is'ochure and 8"xl0" colour front at halftime. 
homer in the first inning and expect It," Weaver said 'of. scored bath runs as the speed range between 40 to 85 "i~. otograph with three plan HAD TO WIN 
SteveYnager hada solo shot Mammy's homer that wiped Twins mmpped a sin-game mph. Tnkin~-off andlanding yew at the following ad- "I told our players if we 
in the second to lead Los out a 2-1 Seattle lead. losing streak, aretrnly exciting with this dress: RAZ-MUT, PO Box kept on playing like we did 
Angeles over PhilaMphla. "That's the M of stuff Tnoo~l~topoto f the  incrndthlamachino. Itoeeds 580, Ste..Aune dos Meats, Cte 
Don Sutton scattered eight pennants are made of." night for the Blce Jays was less than 200 feet to take M Matane, Quebec, Canada 
hits, three of .them bases- " I  wasn't •. leaving the dfe-e'at 
Sohmidt,'Ply homeRichierUnsHeb.bY Mlkeand FhmagandU~out until alter F, ddin h i t , " .dafter F4tehing LesnanoZy~the w rk Ofthepitcherclub,sDavebeat or to come to a full stop at GE ~G0. " Adanacs 
• Greg Lnn~ki. The win was a flve~tter, cbulk~ up his starter last ysm'who was 14 
Boxing brawl Burrards in and first since May 22. and, winning his fourth balllzm. He came onin relief in the secend game ?ussday 
• comecutive game. night o ailew ouly me nm in 
g-amb ,ti ..if. ,M--y, won two ~ . ~  (CP) - -The  a 6S.6-1 record as a VANCOUVER (Cp . ) -  Rio0 Bellmci and'Joe 
• games fer me last ysar with RedSozSAngds0 ;/Nova Scotia BO~n~ ,Cam- ~fe~loanl. ?. . Rock ie '~qu l l~ed Marralloseorndtwioeeach. 
homersandthisycarhobnat Geo~.gaSoott l i omwed~ml~idh  ~"-?to'd&Idb today!" ,:T~.~':k~",~.dj~,.,.,-(': ~o~/ .~ande~'~.  :Siuglm Went to PatDlffer; 
R ave  ~ g  Bcetmwithatwo-mnhemer drove in three ruus and'Whelbet'flueawillbelevled" '~ ' - - - - - - ' " - - ° "  I~d .~t lamAdenam' to  Tcki Vohalis, .at  Ryau, 
~ r in the ninth." Butch Hobaan hit a aslo in the wake of a brawl was to train Gray to jab an 18-1Swin over Vancouver Dave Tanker and Grag 
In other American ~ homer in beck the two-bit Tuesday ulght following a ~irectly'at the body and not Bu~arda in ' Western Grieve. Greg Thomas and 
action, Minnesota Twins TORONTO (cP) -- Fred swept a M ~  ~h~ d Jim Wright as Canadian welterweight hook at his opponent's sides, 
Sgamhati, one of Canada's doubleheader f om Tm'anto Boston ~ to its f~fth championship bout here Kndin said. ' Wndnssdayn~ht.Lacr°sse League act ion,  .JohnsavesLewisfor combinedAdanacs ferwhile42 
bestknown sports broad. Blue Jays ~0end 74, B~h~ aU'ahthtvintory. . between Clyde Gray of ,'.The .technique was suc- Nick Delmoulco and Berrowandsauvestopped~ 
castors, has fallen victim to Terouto and Guerro Chave~ easeful Tuesday n~ht as Randy Bryan scored three shots for Burrarda. a disease he has been Red SOx beat Culifornla Yaakeos S A's of Montreal. : .... :" .Chavez consistcotly left his each for Coqulilam which Both teams picked up 26 
fighting for the last two engels 5.0, Milwaukee Switob.bitJa'~Roy White Momenta ~ "Gray ~ open by carrying his Md period leads of 7-1 and ' penalty minutes. 
years as national campei~ Brewers bout Detroit Tif~n hit home rum ' from both knocked out Cbuvez In the 
omairmenfertheCaandian 7-3, New Yurk Yaukema eldbe of the plate to lcad New-' flfth round, a fan rushed in ~ off hand too low. Grayhit 12.6. 
him repeatedly with Jabs to Ray Mattinsna, Ray ~ ~  defeated Oakland A's 5-3, York over 0~. .Whi te  the ring and attacked Gray s the head followed ~:, right Dorente end Dave Duranto --" ' "  ~--~ " ' "- Cancer Society. Chicago White Sox McaM bit hb first homer hatih~ manager, Irv UugermaL He hocks whan'Chavez ~ed to scoM two goals each while 
Sgamhott, 56, who wan a Cleveland ~ 104 and from the right in the third was finally restrained by Dave Cochrene and Mark 
1976 ACTRA award as l~mass City Roy~ beat and added h~ second in the Gray and city police and led cover up. 
sportscaster of the year, is Texas l~era  5-0. fifth ~ the loft side. Valastin, had singles. 
undergoing chemotherapy away in handcuffs. It was that/combinaflna Valastin also registered five Some say twins have second foi" cancer of the Uver. Pat Kelly, who knocked in Brewers I TIl~'S t Ako at issue at today's that sent Chaves into the assists. 
sight Baltimore'sfiretren, opemnd Chorlla Moore and Ben hoarlugwiilbeanattackun rupes and un to the mat lato Vancouver irailed 10-3 in 
Recuperatln8 in hospital tbellthwith n walk, stole O~livla hit home rum and Un~e~nanbyChovesanda in the flfth round. However, the secend porind and pulled 
saying " the outlook for kmt single by Billy Smith. ulghihitstobelp]~llwaukes goalie Darryl Senve for a dm~ed by Uugerman, and beaten the 10-count of  sixth attacker. They scored 
containing the tumors or leadRkk/l)empaeYthe bases andWalkedme antt° game.l~t its sixth esmecutive Roger Larivee~ ,That me- r~eree Percy Parts as he three straight but the . 
perhaps.erasingnthem is chenge loft both managers Jumped to his lest, ap- maneuver hacidtred later later Rorlew lined a Jingle White SOx le Indians t good." bloodied, pormtly eng~ to ceailaue when Coqultinm scored four 
 a , o ofm, t .mu glTIMAT LIONS OLOO 
goals, two singles and two 
converts to lead the Stem- 
peders' coring. Dave Cutler 
kicked three field goals, 
three singles endene convert 
for the Eskimos, 
At Vancouver, Jerry 
Ta~e limped off the bench 
in the seeund half to direct 
British Columbis Lions to 
the game's only touchdown 
drive. 
Ta~e, who injured hls 
ankle in training ~amp, 
eempleted two key passes to 
Jim Young and another to 
Leon Bright--all oe second 
down--to set up a three-yard 
touchdown run by rookie 
Calvin Culliver at 5:50 of the 
fasrth qnsrt~. 
lARGEST IN YEARS 
The crowd of 21,e06, the 
largest at Empire Stadium 
for an exhibition game in 
years, saw little in offensive 
power for most of the game. 
LUl Pasea~iia completed the 
B.C. scoring with field goals 
d 29 and 25 yards, two 
singles and a convert. 
Montreal's touchdown 
' came when rookie 
linahacker John Olenchelk 
recovered a fumble by Ken 
Hlntan of the Lions 'in the 
B.C. end zone co an aborted 
'punt return. 
• Ty Morris had his convert 
attempt blocked by Hinton, 
but later kinked a 12-yard 
field goal. 
The Grey Cup champion 
• Alouettes used four quarter- 
backs and got tl~ sharpest 
per~ommnce fram Canadian 
Gerry. Datflilo in 'tl~'~.flmd 
qnar~ Datlflb trind t~ pull 
the'game out for Montreal in 
the last minute w i the  
spectacular M-yard run to 
the B.C. 42, but two plays 
hter fumbled and the Lions 
recovered. 
Imports Sonny Wade, Joe 
'Barnes and Larry Lawrmca 
were ineffective for the Ak, 
although Lawrence 
s~ambled for a few first 
dewas in the thfrd qnsrt~. 
The Uons led 6.0 alter the 
first quarter with Gary 
Kelthley at quarterback and 
were still in f ret  7-6 at the 
half. 
YY 
He added that he plans to 
serve the remainder of his 
threa-ynar term as head of a 
fund-raisin8 campaign that 
brought the • society 
$13345,000 last year and is 
at $14,-1~0,000 this 
year. 
"Sgambatl, a fonn~ 
football, hockey and 
beckelbalirefcres, became a 
broadcaster with Toronto 
radio station CKFH in 1961 
Dan Meyer to m Smith, 
sivtug the Oriole. their 
Doubleheader 
split 
By 
PRE88 
Ch~ rallied Mm a City police had rio ira. 
ulnos~n doflult to ac~e its mediate e~mnoet on 
l~th win in the l~t ~7 Ipunes. whetharckarges will he laid 
against the unidentified 
aldlaut.  They would say. 
.only that their decision 
• would hinge on whether 
Ungarman would co.operato. ! 
"We'll be looking at nil as- 
peels of It and, 'lm~Ably, 
fines could be levied," 
ASSOCIATED win the opaner, in the ascond Bernie Levy, secretary- 
game, Art Gardmr scored tnmurer of the Nova Scotia 
andnhas been with the CBC 
• Mnoe 1967, wockiug on radio 
' and television andncoverin8 
a wide varte~" of nati .0.el 
and international sports 
Three years ago be under- 
wet  surgery . fores 
coloMomy after tumors were 
discovered end thought that 
was the end of major 
medical problems. 
Both Phoenix Giants and the w i~ nm for the Bo~ Cmnmiasiou, said in 
Albuquerque Dukes got Giants whou he got on base an Interview aft~ the fight.' 
8omet]~ special when they on a force i~laY, stole ucend ~e card that culminated 
81ditaPaelflcCmastLuqpm micameh~meona ~ in the fracas withla the riug 
Mablch~dor Tuesday. by ~ Sular~ - area was kll0dlghtod by 
, The Dukes, who.wan the The victory brought Gray's successful bid to 
first game 4.s, moved beck Pbesnin, wMch two days regain the ~andim title be 
into undisputed lZm~mdou f earlier had dropped to hut l~t to Choves in Montreal 
first pines in the Eastern place in the five-team last March. Gray also holds 
Division, half a game ahead division, within two W-  the Commonwealth web 
of the Tucson Tce0e, , eeningepointa ~fourihplaea torwe~httitle. 
The Giants broke a IO. San Jose. . Gray said he had gone into 
'game lesing streak by The Missions mensged the fight knowing he had to 
the nightcap 5.| in ~dy sla Idts off Salt Lake stay away from Chavez 
"ara  nine bndugs, l/tchers Jim Doruy and because of problems with 
LA Host " did band-butt~ in the past. . , Lake Cite,Gulls b lanked ,  - -ge  to pull off the flmt TRAINED HARD 
h- - - -up  Jose Missions 4-4) and irllp~playintwod~ndm at However, under  the 
Turns 7-6. Rain forced 
LOSANGELEbu~'-Thls postpmanout of Hawail'o 
d,,,,, s~,~, of st,,ai.u the game at Spokane and a 
. . . . . . . . .  • doubleheader for the Y 1~ ulymplc uamus nav . . . . .  t , . . . .u . . . . ,  Pot' [ a uumvu ,..aumumm u. " in'l~Itoued with word the .,I,,,,I 
private party is willing to "~ ' , , . .~ ._  . _ . . _ , . ,  ,,.~. 
the day wm m.'% 
not lose any money on them. " . . . . . . .  T" - - - - -  
Mayor Tom Bradley's , , ~, 
committee of business 
leaders said Tuesday it 
hopes to reach an ugreemeut 
within four or five days with 
someone from outside 
California that would relieve 
• the c i ty  of financial 
rmpousibility if the Games 
are held here. 
Committee members 
would not identify the party 
but did say it is not con- 
nected with the ou- 
tortoinmeut industry, the oil 
buslness qr ~ .a foreign 
government. 
IT WAS' A LONG FIGHT 
John L. Sullivan ddmatod 
Jake Kilrabl la 75 rowide in 
1889 in the las t  bore- 
knuekled fight for the hmavy. 
weight ehampiouelMp. 
/ 
• BUSES WERE BUSY 
~1974, h~'rtdsrs in New 
Yoi'k City totalled 50g.6 
mlillon, says the New York 
Convention and Visitors 
Burmau, 
th.e fighi. 
As Paris declared the fight 
over and Gray the new Cuna- 
dian welterweight cham- 
pion, a huge cheer erupt~i 
from the more than 6,000 
fans, meat of  whom had 
come to the ,fight to support 
Gray, a Three .Mile. Plains, 
N.S., native. 
into the empty net. 
Bolmnaico took ad- 
vantage of the opportunity o 
score three easy geals-two 
Into the empty net and credit 
for a third when Buvrard 
gaalla Brad.Borrow pot the 
ball Into Ilk own nsL . 
Doug Hayes scored three 
goals and five aselm to lead 
the Vancouver scoring while 
VERSATILE, 
Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to fit almost 
anyoee'o neMs. Motocross features and design 
make the DT100 at home in rugged off-road 
terrain. Fully street legal, too, so It's great 
around town. Not a mini, but smaller than a 
full-size Endure, the DT100 is the little bike 
that's Just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
6 Grela DeMer Llce~ce No. 02013A 635.5929 
With nmners , first and ~ Gray had trained ~L~•~tTAVA~ ~ V A ~ "  •1  • ~ i rA"  "" " ""  
second, San Jose flrat berdmhisckilisusanissido . • • ' • " " 
Cluwlla Beemea ~ ,  mnething he has 
grabbed a ~ drive by i~dsuceessfMly in building. 
and threw to ~ond before ~ . 
tither runner could make i t  L' 
• ~m~t ,  
|| ~ / Theexcltlng.splrltof'78. At theCommonweahh . 
I - '_ . ,J Games' 50thhnniveraary celebration. Share the 
aROWN MADE RECORD [I ~ ~ ' ..j' brea~.taking action! See Canadian athletes compete. 
Jim Brown. now.a movie 1[ ~ ,~/"  . with top contestants from Commonwealth nations 
actor but formerly running , f ' P ~  ' ' around the world. Enjoy the thrills in Canada's 
beck for Cleveland Browns, | • newest sporting facilities. Get a taste of the . " 
mnde 126 toucbdewns in his I rotftau~rmlormGt~, :  ' I . .  , . .~  ~y~:  the most for any !'l ,'" ".mom" -" ram.  . . . . uames,_intemati°nal, pqzflav°ur', . At the. XI Commonwealth 
| SOSS. IO) knet The, ~ add ,: Games-- ] usa one of many 
IT LACK8 LONGHORN8 I ,Mmomoe, Albe~TSIISCS i , thini ~ ,do  in ' 
Madagascar, an bland off //. w~ ~_v ~_~L~ ~ ' ' 
Africa's outhasst coart, ia a 
bitsmaller than Texas--900 /~/ ~i i: f ig , tuss le 'am 
miles 10rig and 360 miles ..... ~s w. ^.oo~cm 
Aug.~-, 
 Com~th es-  
things to ~:~ ,,do in 
aorcea at its wldust npot, • 
*First Prize - "lrlp to Ameterdam 
Second Prdw - $260.00 
PB00EEOS TO S000ER ASS00iATI 
Available By Mailing Form To :  
KItlmnt & District Soccer Assoc. 
Box 314, Klflmat, B.C. 
NAME.~~. . .~  
ADDRESL .  
NO. of TICKETS.. 
Tickets may be purchased 
at the Bay Co~ee Shop 
Lottery Ticket LIc. No. 26031 
_)(Sl.00 + 25c handling 
Total._._ 
@ 
PUBLIC MEETIHSS 
to explain 
the B.O. Forest ServJoo 
P.S.Y.U. Plan 
(Ske*ena Publio Sustained Yield Unit) 
zs, 1978 
at 7 :30  p.m. 
in the Laoturn Tltantre 
OALEDONIA SENIOR SEOONDAIUr 
2o,  978 
at  7" 30  p .m.  
. . . .  KITWANGA OOiMUNITV HALL, 
I I I 
Tt 
i 
L 
! 
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Highest food cost increase in years 
: O AWA -The  
highest food price increases 
in six years he lped push  the 
cost of living up by 1.4 per 
cunt last month, Statistics 
Canada r~orted today, 
The fed~'al agency said 
food prices oared in May by 
3.3 per omt, led by beef and 
imported fresh vegetables 
such as tomatoes and let- 
toes. 
The t2-month inflation rate 
in May was ulneper cent, the 
highest rate since last 
December, and a departure 
bum the one-month 
moderation in April which 
resulted from the reductiou 
of provincial retail sales 
taxes provided in the federal 
government's April budget. 
Prices of beef, which is the 
largest meat item for most 
consumers, rose by 10.5 per 
cent in the month and were 
5~.5 per cent higher than a 
year earlier. In recent years, 
however, beef prices have 
been*largely depressed 
because of over-supply, 
producers say. 
Fresh vegetable prices 
were up 22.2 per cent in May 
from April and were 39.3 per 
cent higher than in May, 
1977. 
FOOD A MAJOR FACTOR 
The jump in food prices 
accounted fOr :about seven. 
tenths of the~ over-all in- 
crease in the cost of living. 
The 1.4.per-ceht rise in the 
over-all cost of living was the 
highest since July, 1975, 
before mandatory wage-and- 
price controls were brought. 
in by ~e gov~nmmt in 
October of that year. Food 
prices are largell un- 
controlled by the program, 
which the gove~nnent bqpm 
dismantling in April 
Besides food, higher 
hensing charges and corn of 
tobacco, and alcohol In- 
creased the index. Nou4ood 
prices rose by alxtenths of 
one per coat in May, B.S pea" 
cent in the l~-mouth period. 
The consumer price index, 
which is the most wfdnly- 
used measure of inflation, 
stood a t  173.6 In May, 
compared with 171,3 in April 
and 159.2 in May, 197"/. 
That means a standard 
selection of consumer goodn 
and Hrvieos costing $173,60 
in May, would have been 
valuedat $I~I.Z0 in April and 
$159.~o a yesr earlier in May. 
The s.3-per-amt rise in 
food prices comparedwith 
increases of 3.2 per cent in 
June, 1975, and August, 1973, 
in 1973, with food prices 
climbing at the fastest rate 
in two decades, the govern- 
meat set up the food prices 
review board to investlgate 
the causes of the r i~  
The fast rise in food prices 
continued over the next two 
years Iz~oro some 
mederatiun in 197e which 
helped bring down the in- 
fission rate. 
ENERGY COSTS Rage 
But since 1976, the over-all 
inflation rate, largely due to 
food and energy costs, has 
risen again. The govern- 
ment, in introdnet~ controls 
Veterans fear 
loss of group 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  voting for the demise of the 
Delegates to the Royal 
Canadian Legion's national 
in lm,  had hoped for in- 
llatimin 1978 of four in" cent 
initially. 
Now, officials have been 
talklng of a sevou-per-cent, 
l~amth rate by the end of 
1978. 
In April, there was a 
s~lnifleant modnratiou inthe 
Mlatlou rate because of the 
redaction in provincial sales 
tar. In particular it affected 
elothing and transporiatiun 
cost•., Nevertheless, food 
prices continued to rise at 
high levels. 
The consumer Wise 
figures were released a day 
• after Statistics Canada 
r~ported there were 933,000 
actual unemployed in May, 
down 66,000 from April. But 
the Jobless rate, when ad-~ 
justed for seasonal changes, 
remained.unchanged at 8.6 
per cent. 
Lawyer calls 
wi'tness a liar 
convention made a bold 
commitment Tuesday .to 
work for the preservation of 
Canada but were more 
cautious on the issue of 
preserving their own 
organization. 
Responding to a call by a 
legion official who,said the 
unity issue has produced a
crisis.every bit as severe as 
the one faced .... in 1914 and 
19S9,!'~deieghtes adn~ted a
resolution to muster aU the 
legion's rosources in a fight 
for unity. 
But faced  with three 
resolutions to extend legion 
privileges to younger 
members and to rejuvenate 
the aging organization, the 
delegates chose the most 
cautious approach after an 
emotional debate. 
The strongest resolution 
would have given veterans' 
sons and. daughters, 
registered as associate 
members, voting and office- 
holding rights at all levels of 
the organization.. 
REJECTS CHANGE 
But many opp¢sed the 
idea. 
"I sit before you in a 
wheelchair," said Danny 
Wilkinson of Toronto, a 
Second World War veteran 
who lost both legs. "I would 
net have sons and daughters 
holding office in something 
that is strictly a veterans' 
organization." 
A strong, 651-member 
Ontario delegation voted 
heavily against the 
resolution, opting instead for 
a motion to give sons and 
daughters voting privileges 
at the branch level--but 
nothing more. 
Fred Winn of Vancouver 
told delegates they would he 
Cantonguay, who the 
Mounties tried to recruit as 
an infermer In 1971, isa liar. 
• Lemoutagne told a royal 
commission into RCMP 
wrongdning that the only 
way he could do that is by 
quostinntq Castonguay 
about his past. 
However the royal com- 
missioners blacked this 
~pt~ch, saying 
Caninnguay'o credibility 
can't be tested in this way 
beeaune his testimony 
Tue~ky was no diffetmt in 
major respects than that of 
the two RCMP members who 
~ed to recruit him. 
"The~ testimmy of the 
witness i  basically the same 
as that of the othern- 
witnesses," Mr. Justice 
David ~C. MvDonald, the ~ 
commkalou'~mirman, s id. 
"You do not, as a result, 
have the right to test his 
credibility." 
c~stongnay has tm~led 
that ha thought the Mounties 
OTTAWA (CP) RCMP The Mountiestestified in 
lawyer Pierre Lamoutagne May they learned later that 
said Wednesday he wants to if Castouguay hadn't called 
establish that Jean his wife, she was to have 
were going.to frame l~m.un 
legion un lesssoua  and drug ~ wbm they 
daughters were given the 
. Montrealpoliceanda lawyer 
come to the room. 
Castonguay said only that he 
had asked his wife to have a 
lawyer stand by. 
Lamonlagne singled out 
two differences in testimony 
given by the Mounties and 
Castongusy: 
--Castonguny's claim that 
he didn't feel free to leave 
the hotel room without 
permission. Lamontagne 
said RCMP testimony 
proved that Castonguny was 
free to leave if he wished. 
--Csatonguay's suggestion 
that he may have been fired 
from a job two weeks after 
refusing to become an in- 
former because of RCMP 
action. 
Mr. Justice McDonald said 
the royal commission's 
investigators will have to 
check with the employer to 
flndwhether the RCMP were 
involved. 
Casteaguay, 36, alleged 
harassment in a 1974 vcsit to 
his wife by a Mountie who 
said Cast~ngusy was wanted 
for unemployment i surance 
fraud. 
During the visit to his 
home, Csatongnay has said, 
the Mountie criticized his 
paintings as Communist, a 
criticism that still rankles 
the artist. 
No charges were ever 
placed against Castongusy 
for fraud. 
Lamontagne began the 
day by asking Castonguay. 
* whether he had lakenpart in,. 
terrorist activities. 
Mr. Justice McDonald said 
this was asking the witness 
to draw legal conelusionL 
I/eked himup after work 
Ont. ~o, ~n.  Instead, he 
asM, they asked him to 
become an informer. Csato- 
ngnay uaid ha hadn't been in- 
valved in Muntrnal's radical 
milieu alnea 1~8 and he 
wasn't interestad. 
Nevertheless, heagreed to 
meet the Mounties after 
thinking it over. He met 
them a few days later in a 
hotel roanmud told them 
• aga in  be' wmm~t latereetedi, 
tbm asked if ha could call hla 
wife. Castaaguny was told he 
could, he and the Mounties 
said. 
Provinces meet 
to discuss 
const i tut ion  
9ASKATOON (CP)  - -  Pro- 
Allan Blakeney said 
Wednesday that a meeting of 
p rov inc ia l  min is ters  
responsible for con- 
stitutional matters has been 
called to disarm8 the federal 
government'• proposed 
changes in the constitution. 
Blakeney told a "news 
confermco that the meeting, 
called by Saskattbowan 
Attorney-General Roy 
Romanaw, is to be held as 
saan as ixmible to lay the 
greandwerk for the annual 
p remier f :  conference 
scheduled for August in 
Re~ina. 
Blakeney said the outline 
of federal prop0uak tabled in 
Parliament his week con- 
right to hold office, at least 
at the branch level. 
The average age of the 
Second World War veteran--- 
the majority of memhnra-is 
about 61, ha said. 
"In another 25 years . .  , 
he'll be 86. I ¢~m't see my~If 
attending a legion eon- 
ventiun at the age of 66 and 
being of any use to my fellow 
• comrades.". 
IGNORING DUTIES 
Legion President Doug 
McDonald of Brantford, 
Ont., had earlier expressed 
concern about he dwindling 
munbe~ of dediuated lqiun 
workers, and said some 
branches are concentrating 
on social activities and 
ignoring worth-while proj- 
ects. 
McDonalduaid ha felt deep 
concern for smaller bran- 
ches which are having 
problems recruit ing 
members, t 
On the unity ~ue,  
delegates were told by 
former, president Bob 
Kohaly that the leglun owes 
it to their dead war4ime 
conn~des to fight for a 
unified country. 
Bob McChoeney 
Kirkland Lake, Ont., 
chairman of thd Ingiou's 
unity study group, said the 
legion, with more than 4~0,- 
000 members, has am 
obllgatiop to work for unity 
and could not watch idly as 
the country fell apart. L 
Delegates also passed a 
resolution urging rein. 
statement of eal~tal punish. 
meat for murderers ofprkou 
guards and police officers. 
The conference, attmded 
by about 3,500 delegates, 
~ds Thursday. 
He said he Will be more 
interested in the govern- 
ment's 'bill, which it has 
promised to introduce before 
the end of the month. 
The premier said that for 
Saskatchewan the key issue 
in any move to change' the 
constitution ,lies in the 
division of powers between 
the provinces and the federal 
government. 
He said that the province 
wants a clear definition of 
therespousibliitias of the two 
levels of government in the 
control and taxation of 
natural resources, 
Another area of concern is 
the control over the national 
transportat ion system, 
particularly as it affects the 
movement of grain and 
VII;LE MARIE, que. (CP') 
- -  Eighteen survivors of a 
canoeing accident on Lake 
Timiskaming" during a 
wilderness ti'aining ex- 
~edition were reunited 
uesday with anguished 
friends and parents in a local 
civic centre. 
Many survivors Wept, 
happy to be alive, but sad- 
dened by the drownings on 
Sunday of 12 school friends 
md an instructor at St: 
John's school during a 
violent storm on the north- 
western Quebec lake. 
Parents and friends had 
bearded a chartered bus 
after names of the victims 
a • t " Canoeing ace]den victim
• may have died from exposure 
were read Mdnclay night at effects of the cold would not canseiug up the lake, about 
the private boys' school in be known until the autopsies ~0 kilomeires northwest of 
Claremont, Ont., about 35 
kilometres northeast of 
Toronto. 
:Meanwhile, Coroner Dr. 
Leonard Julien of Rouyn, 
que., said some of the 13 
were completed. Ottawa. 
Police said the bodies of The group, 27 boys bet- 
, the teacher, Sl, andthedead wesn' 10 ann 15 and four 
students, all between't2 and iustructers in four canoes, 
14 years,,will be flown today apparently was unaware m a 
to Toronto. severe storm advisory that 
victims spent 0s long as 12 Thelesurvivors, indudiag hadbees isanedfer the ares 
hours in the water, which" three teachers and 15 boys, only hours earlier. . 
was about 6 degrees Celsius, returned home early today. Richard Bird, a promisor 
before they drowned. A memorial service will he from Queen's Ufiiveralty in 
Dr. Julten said all the held Friday in an Anglican Kingston, Ont., and a 
victims were wearing "good church in west-rod Tormte. counsellor who accompanied 
-life jackets...attaehedtotho An inquest will he held the 31.member group, wept 
neck and stomach." " within four weeks, as he told a news coofermco 
The coroner said the .The tragedy occurred how he rescued three boys 
victims might have been after a group from the from the lake, only to have 
suffering from exposure school, which teaches elf- them die later. 
before they drowned but the. reliance and survival, began WERE TO MEET 
He said the expedition set 
out from Temiseaming, 
Could be than Que., obont 8:15 a.m. EDT more  one  • hound for Moesanon, OnL, un 
James .Bay, about 350 referendum in Quebec kilometresnorihofhere, in meet an older group of 20 
students and teadm~ from 
St. John's. 
MONTREAL (CP) ' Le could take One of four forms: The document is (me of a The other group, who had 
Devoir says it has obtained a free-trade zone, a customs series. An earlier booklet in set out on Saturday from 
an internal Parti quebecois union, a common-market- • the series dealt with Wawa, Ont., were told of the 
document which proposes type economic union or a government achievements accident Tuesday at their 
holding a series " of monetary union. • . since the PQ came to power campsite, about 130 
referendums on the party's "Most of these association in November, 1976, and kilometreanorthofSaultSte. 
saverelgnty.ass0ciation arrangements  involve another studied the federal Marie. 
platform, limitations, transfers and system, clalmingtheee~tral They were returulng .home 
The newspaper quotes the sharing of quebec's government has far more today. 
document as saying that the sovereign powers," says the powers than the provinces. Bird, the navignt~ ell the 
PQ's promise to hold a document, itled quebncers, " trip, said three of the cmoes 
referendum . is only a the future belongs to us. • It said provincial powers each carried ~e boys and 
political strategy and not a It emphasizes the view- in fields such as urhan of- aniastmctorandoueearrled 
legal obligation, and that that sovereignty and fairshaveboen sixboys andimtructef Peter 
instead of a single refers- economic association are systematically disregarded Cain, 37. 
dun there could be several, compatible, and Ottawa has moved into After stopping for lunch on 
The document, prepared "Sovereignty i~  the areas not clearly defined the east shore, the ~-foct 
by the party's centi'al preliminary step to under the constitution, dttag cedar canons, laden with 
committee for study by assoc ia t ion ,  wh i le  regional development, in- food and haggage, ldtfortha 
riding asseclatlens, says: association is the logical ternational relations, social west shore, about two 
"Nothing prevents there followup to sovereignty," it policy and telecom- I~lometres away, to get out 
being several successive says. muniuations, of the wied, Bird said. 
referendums. - - . ,  
"These could deal with the ~ V . i . tOptoY  ~ came point unW a 'yes' vot  lVlake the . . J L . .  
is obtained. They could also 
deal with separate points. 
Your f i rst  "For instance, there could be a first one on the very ~$u 
principle of sovereignty, 
which, would undo the With so many exciting things to do in Edmonton, decisions can 
current situation anckset the be ~ough. So drop into the Visitors Bureau. We'll help you choose 
process in mot!on, and a what you want o do most. Or first. Whether it's theatre, sports, 
second one on the future con. 
stitution', and eventually, one 
on agreamonts with 
Canada." 
NEW LINKS 
The government would 
seek.~agreements to e tup  
economle;as~toeiati0~, whi~ -; 
Forfimhcr information, write: ' citysightsortheoutdoors.Pickupsomeofourmapsor 
Visitors Bureau brochures. They're free, And so are the smiles of our friendly staff. 
5068-103 Street" ~ii~i:i: . . . . . . . . . . .  :~:~i~!<, . 
Edmonton, AlbertaT6H 5C5 Visit US-- And disceee~]:ilXe ~ng~]to  ~ ~ ~ii~ i~s~:] 
. .: ~:;, ::.:~ ~ ,..: ~. : '  ;':.::i:~: ~!! " '~;::::!:'~.:.!;~.":[t::::~:::~::~i:::i~3i~:.i~ ' 
~ l  . . . . . . . . . .  l " " l l l l l l l  l l l l l l ] l  " l l l l l  I I  l " r , . I. ~ ? " '  ~ . " , , -  y - - ' , "  
A A • A A A A A A A A A A A A A 
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I'm Pat 
your Iooal distributor 
fo r  K i t imat ,  
the paper delivered for only 
0 a month (1/2 price for 
;loners) teL your door early 
y mom/ng. 
vq 
k 
4 
1 
I) 
Udm nothing now. goods from the West, he said. 
' i), 
Quebec City and La Tdbme 2 $148,00per month 1 11135.00par month 
in Sharbrooke. [ lesea .nd price[ IHs. .nd price leas. end pr i ce [  i ' ~' 
Le Salell Jourual [~s and • 111,17s.oo 111,975.oo Sl,S7$.oo [ 
editorial support ~ staff, [o r  simply return[ or s!mpiy return or simply return [ i 
memben of the Cou- 1171 Camnro HTITIIZephyr Sedan 70 Dodge Van 11 
Walkout .ad the local news with, your stOpScti0n ";Le0°ndh"ithetQusen Elizobet 'l°fl:nul°ndgomb|edloaded ice.  ing coffee!.. " " 1 
Star produ . . . .  .o...,v...us, o...,,.,s, - ,  
, .o,o.s.  , ryour  classffued ads, coming 4 MONTREAL (CP) -- A and have only recently H llefereyoubw, lavestlgalettmadvontogasofthlsrent" g 
walkout o{ 200 preduetlou ,tariednsgotiationswtUlUM | .vmplan" AllmcolN.ldapplytopurchsle, .Why. m- ts, S al news just', 
workers at the Montreal Star newspaper, which has an i tie up your cash or borrowing power, let and ION | 
i~teventedpublieatiunofthe ar.gowsakday~reuhRlon | nmnfllsreManddrlvoaway. | 7 notice, or Ioc 
English-language daily'! of !T0.000. n 
t int edition today. . Cent.tact dis putu  ai.n.o | .  EXAMPLES '  I 
The workers, members ~ nave ShUt Gown two From. •l had  on 36 month I . . ,e  I ,llV'V'a~"~... 
International language dailies in the 
province--Le Soleil in |711 F 250 plcKOPlTII Econolll~e VanlTe C 100 Chev ~ul  
• I 11139,00psr monfli II 
the 
Typographical Union (ITU) 
and the 1nternaUonal 
Printing and Graphic 
Communications Union, 
have been without aeentmct 
for more than a year. The 
ITU has staged several 
slowdowm to protest/the 
lack of progress in 
negotiations. 
A company official said 
the parties were meeting to 
discms the welkout. 
A key issue in the dispute 
is technological change. The 
newspaper is to convert o 
computer typesetting inter 
this summer and plans to lay 
off most of its typesetting 
staff. 
Another 500 employees, 
members of the Newspaper 
Guild, are under contract 
until the end of this month 
federation ofNatlmml Trade 
Unions, have been ou strike 
fornmore than nine months. 
The 100 Journalists voted 
last week to accept 
managemont's latest ~m- 
tract offer, hut said they 
wouldn't return to work until 
the 32 support workers get an 
acceptable agreammL 
Le Tribune decided 
Tuesday to suspmd 
production indefinitely until 
it settles a contract di lute 
with ITU memb~s. 
workers had refused to work 
Monday, forcing the palm' to 
camel  its Tuesday edition, 
S139,00 per month 
lear end price 
11L025.00 
simply return 
711 Fiesta 3 dr. 
1199.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400,00 
or simply return 
I 
11124.00 per month 
lease end" price 
$1,035.00 
or simply return 
78 1:150 '4 x 4 
11155,00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,27S.00 
Dr simply return 
FOR I~URTHER INPORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 967-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
S129,00 per month 
lease end price 
116675.00 
• ~ i  simply return 
,~  Olds Cutlass 
!~9,00 per month 
lease end price 
)at Zelnnski at 
632-2747 
..o.0o , HOURS 7 " 
°* "'"' """ I MONDAY.'9 a,m,FRIDAY. 3-5, p,m, 
4) '  
I' ) !! 
i  ill 
I 
i 
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:WANTED 
.TO RENT right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald resei'ves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any'advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instruction s 'not plcke'd up 
within 10 days of expiry Of an 
advertisement wll! be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested nut 
to send Orlgi~als of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements' must be 
recalved by th~ publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the Ilablllty of the 
Herald In the'event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
Or in the event of an error 
appearing' In the ad .  
uertisoment as published 
shall b~ limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
verflsor" for only one in. 
correct" insertion for the 
pertlon of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. , 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
celor, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
hls age Is between 44 and 63 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: : 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words $ 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertlons S1,~0 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
Weight Wetohers meeting any donations of good, clean 
holdeveryTuesdayat7p.m, clothing, any household 
at the Knox United Church Items, toys etc. for their 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. THRIFT SHOP. 
" ' " For pickup service phone 
INCHES AWAY CLUB • 635.$320or 6~5.5233, or leave 
./Wet every Tuesday night at donations at the Thrift shop 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. on" Lazelle Avenue on 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD: 
• VERTISING: 
$3.(10 par column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
84.~0 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
For more Information phone 
635.3747.or 635.3023. 
SKEENACENTRE 
CORRECTIONS: Skeena Centre offers to the 
Must be made before 2nd Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for the following services - 
only one Incorrect ed. . ActiVity Centre for han- 
dicrafts , 
Day Care for working 
BOX NUMBERS: people 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. - Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
• CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Rates available upon Traneportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
request. 635.2265 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED . WANTED DONATIONS 
RATE: The Three Rivers Workshop 
22 cents per agate line. for the Handicapped are 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per looking for donations ot any 
Insertion. ' old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup: 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. da~, prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.00on i l l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
years, unless the condition is TIONS: 
Justified by a bona fide No charge provided news 
requirement for the worl(ri,l~bn~llt&d,wlthhtonemonth. 
involv~l. : "~;" ss.~10'~P.l~dp,~l!on' :~:'#i'tle for 
--'wedcilng and:~r engagement 
sterling t~UOllsners ~.1o. plcturee. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received onl 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 daysa  week 
Mon.-Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  mth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year 36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
month or more after event 
$10•00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable Iq 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Terrace Family Violence 
Committee In conjunction 
with the United Way in 
Vancouver Is holding a 
conference on Family 
Violence at Caledonia 
Lecture Theetreon June lath 
at 8 p.m. Resource people 
will be Jade MacLeran and 
Avrll Hare from D.H,R. 
Child Abuse team and 
Donnle Patterson will 
discuss Wife Battering. The 
evening will ¢enslst of a film 
as well as a panel discussion 
about the above teplcs. Add 
mission Is free and everyone 
who Is Interested Is urged to 
attend. For further In. 
formation call LII Fark. 
yam 635.7435~ 
IS your son )nterested In 
Scouts; If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees .will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone in. 
terested in helping with 
Scouts please cal l .  
32. BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
Open house Centennial 
Christian School. Tuesday 
June 20, 1978, 9 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
A facil ity to serve our 
community. 
Annual General Meeting of 
L Northwest •Regional Arts 
Council Sunday, June 25th, 
' "1978, 11:00 a.m.R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. All Interested in 
the arts welcome'to attend. 
Special meeting of the 
Terrace Chi ld  Minding 
Assoclatl.on Wednesday, 
June 21 at 8:00 p.m. at the 
Northwest Community 
College 5530 McConnell 
• Room 204. Election of Of. 
ricers and general 
discussion. 
Open House on ~rlday June' 
16th 9-5 4720 Graham. Audio. 
visual presentation of Los 
Angeles field trip. 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
senior  Citizen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
: Phone 635.6357 
The Terrace Dance 
Association will be 
Presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Workshop on June 24th and 
2Sth to he held at Clarence 
Mlchle| Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
Is open toall Individuals over 
age 6.: : 
Miss Shella Marshall a 
member of the, Ro,/al 
Academy of Dancin~ trained 
at the Rae Burns Dance 
School; the Wynne',Shaw 
School of CDance and Three. 
Summer Sessions at the 
BanffSchool of Fine Arts. 
There wil l  be four 
cetaporles available Ballet, 
Tap, Modern.Jazz and 
Acrobatic-Gymnastic 
Dancing.- Fee of $20.00 wilt 
cover any or all sectlor~s 
taken over the two days. 
Registration forms may be 
obtelned at Terrece Sight 
and Sound or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pre register 
by June 16, 1978 to P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. VeG 4A9 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL.638-TS$8 
OR 
635.7721 
PARENTS IN CRISIS ~ 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con-: 
stently yell at your children,, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yobr angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In. 
forest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
bkeena District GIr'l Guides 
would like fo announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Comp=ny In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 ancF 18 who are in. 
terested please call 633.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
"Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop~ on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Avallablel 
• Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Menflngs: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.~n. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to boon. Lakelse Hotel. 
become the loving con- THE HOBBY HUT 
etructlve parent you really Ceramic supplies & 
want to be. Greenware, air brushing 
All inquires absolutely svalMblo- custom firings. 
confidential. 3936 McNetl St. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 635.9393 
Skeena Health Unit CONCRETE SEPT'IC 
3215-2 Eby Street TANKS PRE.KAST 
Terrace, B.C. For Immediate delivery 
635.6307 Septic System• 
The following are a few of Specialists : 
the services offered locally "'lnsiston the Best ~" 
by your .Health Unit Staff: PHONE 635.3939 
CHILD HEALTH" CON- SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health RUPERT STEEL & 
Unit every ,Tuesday from SALVAGE LTD. 
1:30-3:50p.m. Pleasophono ° We buy copper, brass all 
for an appointment "metals and batteries. 
Held at , Thornhlll Location - Seal Cove 
Recreation Centre on the Open.till 5 p.m. Nkm. to Sat. 
fourth Fr iday of ..'very Phone62~5639 
month from 1:30.3:3o p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. ABLE ELECTRIC LTO; 
pointment. Electrical and Refrigeration 
. Babysltters who bring ¢onfrach 
children must have parents ; "House wiring. 
• wr i t ten consent for Im- ~IS-SI76 • 
munizaflon. DUFFS BICYCLE SHQP 
ADULT CI'INICS Recendltloned bikes and 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. repairs.- Reasonable rates. 
nesday, and Friday fro m 1931 QueenswaY Dr. 
3:00- 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
polntment only. GOLDEN RULE 
PRENATAL CLASSES Odd jobs for the Iobless. 
Classes are held throughout Phone 638.4535. 3238 Kelum 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone GEMINI EXCAVATING 
the Health Unit for details LTD. 
and registration. (Was Andrews) 
HOME NURSING CARE Backhoe Work 
Nursing cam In the home for Hourly & Contract 
those who need it on referral 635.3479 anytim~ 
from their family doctor. (A J12) . , 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month• Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening - -  
done. Please phone for Lost from the 3300 Block of 
appointment. PRENATAL BREATHING Themes. Smallblackfemnle 
cat with white spot under 
& RELAXING EXERCISES chin. "Wearing ~;ellow collar 
Held every Thursday at- and goes by the name of 
ternoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
V.D. CLINIC 635,-2148 or 638-1064. (df) 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. A white long haired female 
SANITATION cat with green.yeltow eyes. 
The public health Inspectors She's two yearsold. Missing 
are now situated In Eby  'from the lower Albatross 
Street. They will be'pleased area of Kltlmat. Any in. 
to assist with any sanitation formation would be ap. 
problems, p reclated. Contact 69 Brant 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC or call 632.2924, (sff) 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by Lost hunting knife B.C. 
• doctor's referrals. Tel No. Phillips. Reward Call 635. 
638.1155. 6836 (p3.11) 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office. at No.205.4721 Lazelle Lost hand.made leather bill 
Ave. Tel 635.91c/6. fold type wallet. Contains 
Assessmentandplennlngfor Important papers and I.D. 
those eligible for Long Term Reward offered. Please 
Care. phone 635.9635 (c4.12) 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 1891 ~- lr John Abbott 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. became Canada's third 
Assessment an~l guidance prl~emlld~ter. 
for vocational and social ' l~03--Fol~d Motor Co. was 
rehabil i tat ion done by ~K:orporated and sold its 
consultant.• first car .  
We require a person with 
igeneral bookeeplng and-or 
secretarial skills. Pleass 
apply in writing to: 
P~'. C.R. Shepherd, C.A, 
Carlyle Shepherd'& 
Associates Ltd. 
4546 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(cS-11) 
I 
TYPIST REQUIRED 
Experienced typist required 
b~/ Io¢et Chartered Ac. 
countants firm. Duties will 
Include typing financial' 
statements, correspondence 
and some filing. Salary 
negotiable depending on 
experience. 
Submit resume to: 
Porter, Gleselman, Gretg, 
Wilkinson & Co. 
302-4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V4 
(c5-11) 
HELPWANTED 
Activity Worker I 
Auxiliary (on call) position 
for vacation rellef..Musthave 
secondary school graduatloo 
or equivalent. Duties may 
Include providing instruction 
in arts, crafts; directing an 
indoor-outdoor ecreation or 
"~" Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
r,. C~M.Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 .ctf) 
Garage Sale: Bargains " 
galore. Sat. June 17 10 - 1. For Rent: In Thornhlll. 1 
~902 Gair. (p2.11) bedroom furnished apart- 
meat. Singles only Phone 
For sale: Kenmore Dish. 635.2065 (p3.11) 
washer. "$250. Slngle bed. 
Phone 635-2772 daytime, 635. 
3511 eves. (c3-12). 
For Sale: 21 cu. ft. deep 
freezer good working con- 
dltion; $125, 10 speed bike 
835. Phone between 5 ~ 6:30 
635-4416 (p3-12) 
Forty original Wetercolour, 
olh & acrylic paintings for 
sole from private collection: 
Artists' work represented: 
A.M. Nehrlng, W. Hum- 
phrey, .J. Hugo, Irene 
Homer, S. Sands, Julseth, 
etc. 
2 complete beds, 36"x60" 
Bathroom sink minus taps 
1 pr. boys' hockey skates, 
size 3, (new) 
Old boflles - Pre.dated 1905 
Corner Lamp Table 
Paintings on view evenlngs 
at 5036 McDeek, Terrace, or 
phone 635-6843 (p5-12) 
r 
social pro~Fam, etc. Shift Office Space for Rent: 2700 
work invol~ed sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
ReasonableL rent. Lease 
~oply to: Lorna I~omilly available. Phone 635.72~. 
Osborne Guest Home 
2812 Hall Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-2171 ' 
• Full or part-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, 86 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
Accounting Technician 
Local firm of Chartered 
Accountants has an opening i2) 
for an accounting technician. 
Duties wil l lnclude writing .... 
up books of account, payrolls 
and some Junior audit 
procedures. Salary is 
negotiable depending on 
ability and experience. 
References required. Send 
complete resume and 
references to: 
Porter, Gieselman, Grelg, 
Wilkinson & Co. 
302.4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V4 
Person required im- 
mediately for office ppsition 
with the Federal Business 
Development Bank. Duties 
Include typing, switchboard, 
reception, filing and postage. 
Experience deslrable but 
Will consider training 
depending on overall 
qualifications. Excellent 
staff benefits• Salary 
commensurate with ex- 
perience. For appointment 
telephone Mr. Cousins at 635. 
4951. (a5.15) 
VACANT POSITION 
Courtworker 
The native courtworker and 
counselling asseclation of 
B.C. is accepting ap- 
pllcetlens for the position of 
courtworker In the Hazelton 
area. First hand knowledge 
• • of local Indian language and 
culture would be an asset. 
Also helpful would be 
knowledge of court system 
and an ability to speak in 
court. ,Further training will 
be available. Please apply 
by letter with resume 
outlining past work record, 
education, reasons for ap. 
plying, etc. to: 
Mr.,Emsley Bolton ;: 
• Box 455 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 31=9 
Closing date: July 15, 1978. 
6 i  
F0H HIRE 
Going on Holidays? Quiet 
university student will look 
after your home and yard. 
Has references. Phone 635- 
3201 after 5 p.m. (p3-12) 
Will babysit, in my own 
home. Men. thru Frh.7 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Phone 638-1252 (c2. 
Reg is tered  Go lden  
Retrelver. 6 weeks old $185 
Phone 846-5455 ~Smithers. 
(c5.12) . 
Wantedto Buy: Boat trailer 
suitable for small boat. 
Phone 635.3453 (p5.15) 
1975 Relnell 21' cabin 
crulseP. 1750MC with 302 
Ford engine. CB, depth 
sounder, compass, tandum 
bed trailer, and many ex. 
tras. FirmS12,000. 633.2332. 
(c10-19) 
SALVAGE.SALE:"  1978 
model 16'3" Mlrro Craft 
aluminum hull, model - Ski 
troll. Unit is' damaged and 
hqll and convertible top are 
fop sale by bid. Unit may be 
viewed at 60 Baker St., 
Kltlmat. 
All Inquires should be 
directed to the offices of 
Pa~melee & Nelson, Gen. 
Insurance Adjusters Ltd., 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
635-7910, 635.3900. 
• -Written or phoned In bids 
will be accepted till 26 June 
1978. 
(A3;12) 
For Sale: 16' canoe Phone 
635.2667 (p3.11) 
1975 Yamaha YZ80 good 
condition. Phone 635-4049 
after 6:30 p.m. (5.11) 
1'978 Honda CB 400 Hawk. 
Phone 635.7091 (p5.11) 
Ease Ultlmatlc OII Fired 
Warm Air Furnace, 110, 000 
BTU, In exceller~t condition, 
• Phone 635-5257 weekdays 
635.6609 eves. (p5.13) 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
For Sale:' Super Pong 
Game. Used 6times. New 
cost $130, now cost $30. 632- 
7973 (c5.13) 
Responsible person Is 
required to live In at Osborne 
Guest Home. Presence 
required from 11: 30 p.m. to 7 
a.m. in exchance for room 
and board. Contact Lorna 
Romilly at 635.2171 for more 
intormatlon (c5.12) 
For Rent: 2 slngie rooms. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Forladles. Kitchen facllfles. 
Llvlngroom and T.V. or 
couplewlfh child. Phone635- 
3368 after 3 or mornings 8.12 
635-2338 (p3-11) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house 
with frldge and stove, wall to 
wall carpeting. $200 per 
month. 635.2435 (c3-12) 
1 bedroom duplex for rent. 
Wall to wall carpet in front 
room.and bedroom. 2 miles 
from town. In Thornhlll. 
Phorle 635.3089 (c5-15$ 
Cottage for sale, west side 
Lakelse Lake. Reasonable. 
Owner will carry agreement 
of sale to right party. Phone 
564-2994 (c6-11) 
For'Sa'le: 3 bedroom spit 4 
level - bench area. ,1 years I 
ft a t '  101/4 percen~ 
ssumable mortgage. Morel 
formation 635-3320 after ~1 
.m. (p10-10) " i / 
3 bedroom family home on 
Skoglund Street; 11/2 baths, 
semi-finished downstairs, 
large garden area, enclosed 
garage. 635.9277 (I)5-13) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635-9488 (plm lul 10) 
i 
2 bedrooms'each duplex. 
Corner let .  Big garden and 
yard. 1 large 2 room storage 
shed. 1 . 14' by 14' barn. 
Asking $45,000 Phone 638- 
1704 after $ p.m. (p5.15) 
33 Lillooet. 3 bedro(~m 
• duplex, fireplace, wall-to. 
wall carpets, large fenced 
bad'yard. Laundry room, 
gas heat, five appliances if 
needed. Must be seen. 632. 
7956 after 6 (c5-15) 
Modern three bedroomhom~ 
Wanted to rent: 3 bedroom 
house, preferrably close to 
schools. Wanted to rent 
Immediately. 635.9151 Room 
373 after 4:30 p.m. or 638- 
8101, local 45. (p5.13) 
Wanted to Rent: • in Terrace 
area a two or three 
bedroom house or mobile 
home,.preferrably rent with 
optlen tobuy. Phone 635.5905 
(!)3-11) 
Desperate, need living ac- 
commodation for family of 4, 
by July 15, transferred, will 
accept house, cabin, trailer 
or anywhere to eat and sleep. 
Please call 638-8191 ask for 
Larry. (c2.11) 
18 acres for sale: 21/2 North 
of Terrace. Phone 635.7893 
after 6 p.m. (p5-12) 
For Sale: 12x68 Glendale 
Vista Villa, three bedroom 
with utility shed Included. 
Will sell partially furnished 
or unfurnished. For an 
appointment to view call 635- 
9403 offer S:00 (p10-17) 
For Sale: 10 acres in Old 
Remo. Barn, with livestock, 
greenhouse in I/4 acre of 
garden. Small cabin. Good 
well with gas pump. Price 
$16,000 Conta'ct T. Stevens, 
Box 664, Terrace, B.C. (p20- 
4)  
.Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
3 and 5 acre parcels on* 
Woodland Park Subdlvlslen 
$14,000 and S1900. Two lots 
on.ly left. One wfih creek. JD 
:-~for sale. New flooring. Proctor, 490 Anderton Road; 
Large lands'duped •lot. ~omox, B.C. V9N 4B, I i~h0rte ...... 
Greenhouse, garden spot, 339.4736 (cS0-Julyl) 
additional bui ld ings.  
Queensway area. Asking l183--Edward V, boy 
$25,000. Will accept o~'.ng]and, and Iris brother, 
reasonable offer. Call 638. wereimprboned, ]ate;' to be 
1260 anytime. (c10-21) mul'de¢ed. 
IBSa- -Abraham " L inco ln  
accepted  the  pres ident ia l  
nominat ion .  
B.O, Hydro and Power Authority 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER for  exter io r  
landscaping at  the D iv is iona l  Centre, 5220 
Kei th  Avenue, Ter race ,  B.C. 
Tender  fo rms  and  spec i f i ca t ions  a re  
ava i lab le ,  f rom Mr .  F .L ,  Janauer  at  5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace.  
8 
Closing dp~ e f0r submission of tenders is 23 
June, 1978~ 
| I I 
1 
School District No. 118 (Terrace) 
EXE0UTIVE SEi~RETAHIr 
Applications are invited for the position of 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY to the  Secretary- 
Treasurer, School District No. 88 (Terrace). 
Duties to commence 24th July 1978. 
This position requires:- 
.. Executive standard Typing ability 
..Administrative Manegement Skills 
' . .Abil ity to deal with Public 
.. Maintain School Reporting Systems 
.. Maintain Confidential File Systems 
• .Ability to record minutes of School Board Meetings 
.. Knowledge of School District Operations en asset. 
Selery is open, depending on qualifications and ex- 
perience. 
Please forward typed resume, marked "CON- 
FIDENTIAL", to:- 
.. Secretary-Treasurer 
.. School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
.. Box IS9, Terra,e, B.C• VaG 4A7 
WANTED 
"C l "erk"  Cashier typ is t  for  temporary  
posit ion of 3 months. 
o 
Sa lary .  $946 per month,  subject  to rev iew.  
Start ing Date June 26, 1970 
Please app ly  to  The Bursar  Northwest  
Communi ty  College 
Box 726 
m m ~ i 
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Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolers and freezers. 1 walk- 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling af- 
t~checJ. One rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales el~nost double asking 
price.. Assumable mortgage, 
Cal l  635.5202 ' for  detail"s. 
(p20-17) 
For .  Sale Pr ime . Tire 
Business with gas service 
e4c. - 4 bedroom home, 
co~mplete!y furnished, 11/~ 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (eft) 
73.Rena.ult front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (eft) 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Phone.638.8322 after 6 (c10- 
14) 
1974 Ford V~ ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial fires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4 (e4-9) 
For Sale(' 1969 Ford ~/4 ton, 
new poinf and flat deck. 
Price $1700. 1974 Ford ~A ton 
Price $3600 I~oth' trucks very 
clean, good shape 
mechanical A1 635-3752 (p- 
11) ,, 
For Sale: 1974 Jeep 
Cherokee Wagon 4x4, 31,000 
miles. Best offer over $4,000 
Phone 635-7937 (p$-15) 
1971 VW Super Beetle, good 
running condition. Asking 
$1,000 or nearest offer. 
Phone 635.5366. (c3-13) 
1977 Trans AM 400 cubic 
inch. Only 4,000 mi. Phone 
635.5.~80 (c5-1S) 
1969 Dodge i/~ T PU, VS, 4 
speed trans, posi trac dif- 
ferential. New rear fires, 
sl~are pa'rts, motor trans, 
etc. $1~000 or best offer. 63S- 
5339 (ctf) 
For Sale: 19/8 Camaro 7.26, 
.V8, 4 speed, Air, 8 track, Best 
.offer,_ Call 635-3442 after 5 
(c5-13) 
1975 J immy 4x4: . Fully 
equipped. Lots of extras. 
High Slerra package. 
Trailer towing suspension. 
Will conslder trade 632-7973. 
(c10-18) 
60;  ..... :-- 
TENDERS For Sale: 1975 Volkswagon 
Rabbit with extra set Of 
winter tires. Must sell by 
Friday June 16th 635-6749 
eves. (p3-11) 
For" Sale: 69 El Camlno, 
goodeondition. $1500 Phone 
638-8101 Local 12 or 635.4716 
eves. (p3.12) 
For Sale: 1968 Buick Le 
Sabre for parts Phone 635. 
2792 (p3-1'2) 
1975 Plymouth Valient 318, 
auto, p.s., p.b., lew mileage, 
2 door H.T. 635-4597 (p6-15) 
1969 Plymouth Fury II, 2 
door 318, Best offer. Phone 
635.5419 (p3.12) 
1975 12x66 3 bedroom 
Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
2 joey shacks, 1 fully in- 
sulated. Fireplace and 
covered porch. Set up and 
skirted et 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635.7645 after 5 
p.m. (p10.15) 
56' Safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all major  ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View at No: 31.4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trai ler  Park) 
Phone 635.9429. {cff) 
R E POSS E SS IONS 
We havea limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide in ex. 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly 
you in at our expense, 
Hurryl - These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
437.4311 
Tor.Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granvlle 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K1 
(a10.7) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedr4~om' 
mobile home on a ~ll.y 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhil l .  
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
1969.12x60 House trailer. 2 
bedroom and ioey shack and 
sundeek unfurnished. Ex. 
cept for stove, washer and 
dryer. Phone 638-8297 after, 
3:30 p.m. (c5-12) 
i 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or on- 
furnished. Phone 635-9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
23x51) "'Doublewide, maior  
appliance and garden shed - 
fenced. Situated on lot fully 
skirted complete fenced. 
View at 31 Timberland 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen- 
sway. (elf) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, fridge, .stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
Moblle Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our  
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, 
and we custom build to 
suit. Government grant of 
$2500 appllceble. Expense 
paid fare Vancouver - 
Return. For free credit 
check and approval please 
:none collect 
Parker Homes of Canada 
.td. 
937-5447 
(c14.22) 
J 
For Sale: 1974 Bondix ! 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. | 
Reverse aisle. Front|  
kitchen, patio doors end I 
sundeck. : Phone +3s44os I 
(clfJu14) . I 
For Sale: 1976 mobile home. 
Shed, fenced yard with, 
garden. Located in Terrace 
Trai ler Court. Asking 
$14,000 or best offer. Phone 
after 5 p.m. 635.4639 (p3.12) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
With axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J. 
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm-lO) 
Invlation to Tender 
Town of Smlthers, B.C. 
Sidewalks. 19/8 
Tenders for the supply of 
sidewalks will be received by 
the Town of Smithers up to 
3:00 p.m., local t ime, 
Wednesday, June 21st, 1978. 
All tenders must be sub- 
miffed to the Office of the 
Treasurer in e sealed en-' 
velepe, clearly marked 
' ' TENDER FOR 
'SIDEWALKS . 1978". 
Tenders will be publicly 
opened at the above stafed 
time in the Council Chem- 
bers of the Town Office. All 
tenders will be examined 
and submitted to Council for 
awarding' at the Regular 
Council Meeting of June 
27th, 1978. 
The work Is comprised of 
base preparation, the supply 
of material and construction 
of approximately 950 meters 
of .1.5 meter width sldewelk. 
Tender Inquiries shall be 
directed to the undersigned. 
A. DeEIllon, 
Director of Works and 
Englneerin0 
Town of Smlthers, 
P.O. Box 879, 
Smlthers, B.C. (847-3251) 
(c5.12) \ 
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To whom it may concern: I 
Elizabeth Bangay will not be, 
responsible for any bills or 
debts Incurred by my 
husband, as of this day. June 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 6, 1978. Elizebeth Bangay. 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU - (i)3.12) 
furnace. Phone638-1121 (sff) 
For Sate: 1977 8' Travelmate 
Camper, like new condlflon. 
Price $3,300 Phone 635-5634 
111/~ ' Blackfoot Camper with 
fridge, 3 burner stove with 
oven. Camper jacks, 
pressure water system. 
Phone 635.3604 (p3.11) 
14' Travel Trailer .includes 
sink, fridge, 3 burner stove, 
sleeps 6. 3 way lighting 
system. A steal at $1200 
Phone 632.2807 (e5.13) 
For Sale: 32' Silver Streak 
• Trailer. Cadillac of trailerS. 
Big enough fo live In and 
travel. 'Fully equipped 
loaded with extras." 20 '  
• awning, air conditioner, all 
aluminum constructed. 
Replacement cost $27,500. 
Firm price price $13,000. 
Skeena Trailer Court, 1885 
Queensway Drive, Terrace, 
(p3-12) 
For Sale: 1965 15' trailer. 
Sleeps 5 has stove, ice hox, 
furnace etc. Price $1,300 
firm. Phone 635-2319 (p5.15) 
,0: : 
4year old reglsfered Morgan 
gelding and a 3 year old 
registered Tennesse Walker 
mare. Phone after 6 842-5532 
(c5.12) 
;1458--A 25-year-old 
judgment of heresy against 
Joan of Arc was annulled. 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital 
Hazelton, B.C. 
V0J 1Y0 
Notlceto Contractors 
Sealed tenders marked 
"Bid for sale,demolition,and 
removal of the old building 
used for hospital purposes 
and sitoated on 
Block 1, District Lot 105, 
Plan/307, Cassia, Dlstrlct" 
will be received by the Board 
of Trustees up to 2:00 p.m., 
local time on July 5, 1970. 
Bids should be addressed or 
delivered to the Ad- 
min is t ra tor ,  Wr inch  
Memor ia l  Hosp i ta l ,  
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1YO. 
Specifications and tender 
forms may be obtained from 
the Administrator.  The.  
Board will not necessarily 
accept any tender recelyed. 
Acceptance of a tender will 
be sublect to the approval of 
the Minister of Health. 
Tenders w i l l  be opened in 
public In fhe Board Room of 
the Wrinch Memorial  
Hospitel, Hazelton, B.C., 
Immediately after the above 
mentlened deadline has 
expired. The successful 
bidder, If any, wil l  be 
notified on or before July 28, 
1978. 
Mrs. Betty L. Hunt, 
Chairperson, Board of 
Trustee~, 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital 
Hazelton, B.C. 
V0J 1Y0 
Notice to Creditors 
IN THE MATTER O.F THE 
ESTATE OF JOSE PH 
KENNEDY HART COM- 
MONLY KNOWN AS JOE K. 
HART,  RET IRED 
EXECUTIVE, FORMERLY 
OF  EVERETT,  
WASH INGTON. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above 
qstates are required to send 
full part iculars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Robertson, Barrister . & 
Solicitor, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3, on or ' 
before the 141h day of July, 
1978, after which date the 
estate's assets wi l l  be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
Juanita Thelma Hart 
Executrix 
Murdoch R. Robe,:son 
Solicitor 
(c11,12,16,17) 
Notice to Creditors " 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF OTTO PAUL 
SCHUL~TE, TRAPPER, 
FORMERLY Or  
TERRACE,  BR IT ISH 
COLUMBIA. 
Creditors and others having 
claims agelnst the above 
estate are required to send 
full pert lculars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Rohertson, Barrister & 
Solicitor, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C3,on or 
before the 14th day of 'July, 
1918, after which date the 
estate's assefs wi l l  be 
distributed, having regard 
only toclalmsthot have been 
received. 
Hermann J. Buschmann 
Administrator 
(c2.11,12,16,17) 
, i  
% 
HELP WANTED: Mature 
studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per 
hour plus bonus with in- 
teresting summer work. 
Write Fuller Brush Co., Box 
108 care of 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Diamond, General Delivery, 
Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. 
V1X 4K3. (ctf) 
1946--A freak tornado hit 
Windsor, Ont., killing 16 
people. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
Sl.00. Our  Introductory 
special offers you" 10 
beautiful lumbo-s*ize, color 
pictures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll - $2.99, 20 exp. roll • 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. roll . $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
PERSONAL: DiScerning 
Adults. Shop disereefly by 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully ' i l lustrated 
cafe ogue of marital aids for 
bofh ladles and gent emen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
WOMEN WiN AND LOSE 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
Army and air force enlisted 
women missed about three 
times as many hours from 
duty as enlisted men in a six- 
mooth period last year, says 
a Pentagon report, But, navy 
satisfaction or money men lost more time than 
refunded. P~'onto Photo navy women, partly because. 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- , more men were confined 
nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (ju 15) after returning from 
desertions. 
TODAY IN HlfflrORY 
~.y 'HiE CANADIAN PRESS 
June 18, 19T8 
Giovanni Mastai.Ferretti 
was elected Pope Plus IX 132 
years ago today-in 1846, 
beginning a papal reign of 32 
years, the longest in history. 
He was regarded as a 
liberal reforming pope when 
elected but became more 
conservative when the 
Italian wars of indepndence 
destroyed the old papal 
states. During his in- 
cumbeney, the Syllabus of 
Errors, which undermined 
Roman Catholic political 
reformers, was pubBshed, 
and the dogma nf papal 
infallibility was enforced. 
i 
he says. "'can come. away cn- 
Ju~e 19-25].1978 TOURISTALK richedbyconlaclwithadiffercnl 
How're you going to keep lhem env ironmenl,difl'erent values and 
down on the farm'? • a different life slyle," 
A V:mcouver Island farm with a • easy, as more travellers dis- FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA mountain stream fnr swimming, cqver our family farm vacations, 
a unique experience nffered by an Okanagan farm offering Imat 
the province's agriculture min- FARMING OUT THE FUN orfnur-wheeldrivclours, abeef 
istry, and a friendly, economical ranch where guests are welcome 
way to see B.C. By Shirley Guth to assist wilh haying or brand- 
Farm accommodations range 
from rustic to luxurious: full Worth other trips into town: 
r~mm-and-lx)ard in a farm faro- Langley's big "Capt. Cook" 
ily's home, collages where guests parade, 10 a.nl., June 24, and the 
.prepare their own meals, of a ' A~d watch foropen house at his- 
trailerortenlingarea. Whichever, :eric Fort Langley's Centennial 
it's tnp value for your dollar and, Museum and National Exhibition 
if you selecl board,' Ihe best Center June 19-25. Schedules to 
home-cooking Ihis side nf a all Pioneer DaYs evenls are avail- 
Ihreshers' feast.. ' able at downtown Langley stores. 
There are 22 parlicipating i~arade. 10 a.m. June 24, and Ihe 
farms and ranches all over B.C. pancake breakfasts and bean- 
where you may get a chance to weinerroast cheduled uring the 
cuddle a new-burn calf, walk week. Dropinto the Crafts Fair at 
through a field of sweet hay, or the Civic Arena, or root for your 
swim ,in a cool stream--even favorites at beard,~ costume and 
pitch in with farm chores, pie-eating contests. 
Ahd whether you select a Van- No wet blankets at the Langley 
couver Island hobhy farm with a Fire Department's "Hose Ball" 
goat, pig and some chickens or a Then, back Io the farm to hlaf 
2,000 hectare beef ranch in the in the sunshine, or hike or bicycle 
Peace River, you're sure to meet to Ihe nearby Vancouver Game 
friendly farm fi)lks. Farm for a look at 50 species of 
Chances are you'll also dis- exolic animals or--special chil- 
cover a counlry fair just down Ihe dren's treats--a ride on Tina, the 
road. hhhy elephant; or playtime with 
The fimr-hectare Four Seasans pet calves, pig s, lambs and 
Hobhy Farm near Aldergmve h)r pygmy goats a t  the children's 
instance, where guests stay in zm). 
the large home of Mr. and Mrs. Afterwards, ~upper may be an 
Gordon Burrows and their two nutdnbr harhequr with garden- 
children, is just a whm}p and a fresh vegetables and Mrs. 
holler from Langh,y's Pioneer Burrow's, homemade pie. For a 
ing--all are opening their homes 
explore the adjoininl~ I Purcell this month to summer guests. 
Mountain foothills. Some also offer year-round ac- 
For $3-$4, camping space at commodations for winter skiing 
la)sl. Dog Farm is also available and snow-shoeing. 
this week to visitors who want to For a Ixmklet describing t}TH 
tour the .Beautiful Columbia and family-farm listings, coning.{ l~e 
Inverses Lakes area. Ministry of Agriculture. Yoath 
Relax in odorless hot mineral Development Branch. Parliament 
pools at Radium Hot Springs. Buildings. Victoria. B.C. VSW 
where water gushes from Red- 2Z7. 
streak Mountain at 46°C. From town or eotintry, other 
Thirty-five kilomctres outh on. festivalstocatchlhisweek:North 
Highway 93/95 is Fairmont tot Vam'nuver Folkfest. June 16-July 
Springs. where bathers soak in 3. Folkdancing in the streets, at a 
four mineral water peels ranging round robin nfethnie open-houses 
from 29"-48"C. offering national foods and cos- 
Or put on clean jeans and head fumes, arts, crafts, singing and 
into Fernie for Frieudship L":ys. dancing. 
June 23-25, for a whirl of fashion A complete list of Folkfest 
and talent shows, arts and crafts events is available from Hod- 
displays, a casino, dance and son Manor, 1254 W. 7th Ave.. 
pancake breakfast. Vancouver. 
The most authentic igth een- Vanvouver--Japanese Tall 
tury costume wins at Saturday Ships "Nippon Maru"  and 
evening's "Capt. Cook" Cos- "Kaiwo Mare", June 21-27• Best 
fume Ball; another winner is the ,seats in the house are on English 
"Capt. Cook" parade on Main Bay when. if winds co-operate, 
Street Saturday tossing, the twin vessels come in ,under 
Prenlice Park is ground zem for full sail between oon and 2 p.m. 
hang-gliders dropping in from June 21.They berth at Ballantyne 
Fernie Mountain Saturday and Pier #4 and visilors are welcome 
Sunday afternoon. Sland on the onboard uring Open Ships, June 
Days. June 16-25.- Ihmily of three, five days of full West Fernie.Bridge over Elk 23 affd 24, I p.m.-4 p.m. 
After the kids ride the p~)nies, rt)t)m-and-lx)ard at Iqmr Seasons, River to catch the best action in Prince Rupert Seafest. June 
ngletbe farmanimalsafidtourthe Farm starts at $245. the raft and canoe races. Queen 24-25. It rains flowers this 
beaker pond, take:hem to seethe Farm holidays also crone in c.ntestants in period costumes weekend, when hundreds of 
Pony Express Race in Fort do-it-yourself kits. Guests ~.t he serve at Saturday afternoon's posiesdmp from an airplane fly- 
Langley, June 18, when, .tbr a 80-hccla, m.bost:Dog Farm.~,tt.Ta Queen LawnTea on the courtyard ing over the "As We Were" 
day, mail once again trave!s. ,9~., +.Ta: ~ggl~)i~,Ah~,~pttL~nJ~.~d,~ ,-[~L i~..~:+ ~; . _~.;:..~,..=~,~..~I~.LL~m~._-..:.: . . . . .  : 
horsehack..First rider gallops off their own,c~'iking in a: two,bed-. ~" ,Farm holidays apl~aFehpe-.",brings an "As We Werer.' dance al 
at 9:3(I a.m. and, two hours of room suile in Robert and Evan tinily to young urban families Ihe Civic Arena. Sunday starts 
hard-riding later, hands over the Cain's farm house, or a separate, whose children may have never with a pancake breakfasl on the, 
muil tuu 19th-centnry, cnstu~ned.. Ihrce-bedroom, modern collage; held a baby chick or riflden a waterfront and Finishes with 
postal oMcial at the Langley rutcsare$15-$2(la d y. Excellent horse, says co-ordinator David bathtub, rowing and "cookie 
Mall. riding horses are available to Freed. Both a~lults and children, cutter" races. 
Discover British Columbia 
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BEAUTIFUL BUTCHART GARDENS 
J'11111! " '  I , ,  Ih  ' wt , rh l . l i l , thm,  .um, f  ' ,h  
by Jean Mackenz ie  
" '  ~{ild you UIILvlU'I miss tile 
Buleh.',r~ ( ;.'u'dens!'" 
I{m':,pl nred visilors huve bbe,¢ 
p:{ssil{g.lhal word :{long Sillt..e 
It)O-J, when Ihe world-fanltms 
I|ulehurl (}:lrth.'lis was firsl 
t~pem.'d Io' Ihe puhlie. 
The gardens were I'il'sl ope{led 
hy Mrs. Jenny Ihllt'ha{'l. 
Nile was delermiued to bi'it{g 
I | beanly I+:tek Io Ihc raw,~ud lime- 
slone quarry th:ll ha'd buill Ihe 
family's Forlt,ne. 
Her Sl{l . 'eess ell{{ IlL" I ne ;{sn{ 'ed  
by the Ivlll'-milliou persons whu 
. . . .  /r.. ,.. Beds of hegonias t,rc rimmed 
wilh neekh, ees of fresh,faeed 
J'orgel-nle-nols and diamond- 
Mille alyssum. 
Aqd paths Ihal wander From 
flower hed to walerfall to pond 
to shadowed {look, reveal vista 
on enticing vista. 
In controlled ¢O{llrasl to the 
Inulull of color in the Sunken 
( ;ardcn.  the terraced Rose 
Garden is u treat Io be savourcd 
,slowly. 
This is the place to linger 
over curve of petnl and shape of 
htnl. I{111.1 bending low, to drink 
ioi{I l+lle i)ilgrinluge It+ ."l lnl. 
the fragrant hfeath of roses- 
crimson and yellow, blush-pink 
and white, or;rage and even blue. 
Below Jenny Butcharrs home 
"Benvenuto". which now huuses 
the garden's offices and resmur- 
anl, is nn enclosed Jtnha{l 
Garden. 
Here. dazzling in the summa, 
sun. the vivid coh)rs of poly 
anthus, close-packed as threads 
iq u tapeslry, crowd the rec- 
tungular borders of Ihe lily pool. 
AI the gardens" north end, 
where the hmd slopes to the sea. 
is the Japanese Garden--a re- 
flective haven of huhbl ing 
waters, cushions t}l' moss, dark 
pine prickles and the whisper of 
hnnd)oo leaves, crisp as tissue 
paper. 
A leisurely visit to Butchart's 
i.~ best. 
Come prepl,red to sp+nd the 
dny. 
There nre picnic tahles beside 
a stream near the parking lots. 
Slroll the gardens, stopping 
often UI bench or bower to store 
up a bank hal:lnce of beauty. 
Dine in style at the restaurant 
and Ihen join the summer even- 
in+ crowds I'or lively family en- 
lertaitlment at the Free outdoor 
Iheal're, 
As darkuess falls, Inur the 
gardens oilce :lgain by the magic 
tff the Night Illumin:{tions, 
Whelher your visit is :t hmg or 
;l short one, it's Im experience 
you won't forget, 
And before hmg, you too will 
be s:lying te w,:slbound Friends: 
" -And  yon mustn't miss the 
Butchart Gnrdcns~" 
.ch;{{'l's'~ each ~le1{l'. '['he u{litlue . II o gi it(Ibm'r, IM.,,I~I,I.,, i#h' ,,lit, of lilt' .,.how•.slrq~l~,,r.s. 
g~irdcns, ouly 21 kihemctrus t13 
,uilesi from Ilu'itis'll ('olumbi:f.. 
cupilal Oijy, Viclo,'ia. ale: in 
bh~olu frtnn Mill't'h I~ ()¢hdt..'l" 
Spri!lg, sumlnt.'r aild I';tll, .thcy 
'Ire kept HI (he Iw~lk td',l~t'rft.'t'. 
lieu by Ihe Icchniqut+' of "Phmg-' 
i{Ig" reph{eing l adi{k,.t' ~hm{,, 
with Ow 'resh-Jtloomil{t~ m.'n. 
Nol el.H{leltl %qth {l{l~.' L~.Hldtq{. 
tile lh{Icllarl l:{nlily devehq}ed 
[our. +.'~1{{ilP.'led lh,,n{ wilh wood- 
h{,{d imlh.s and bright b;mks of 
hhlsso{l{, i{l{d met. he'Ill Off a ttai{{M 
Idu,,sh preen la%%{ s,
A ~l{idt ° IO the ~;{l'tl.?{{s, 
in'inted i{{ II t;mgm,ges, help,+ 
visitors l'ron{ ;{JI OVtT tht' world 
io filkl lheir ~+{+x' lln'o{igh lhe 
l{{;{{'velhil{S {{1+lie,  
( )11 E Of liP,' firm sho~ .MOllllt'l'~. 
till Iht' Ill{l{ is ;I {'{IMiC box,~vr 
wilh bllskels of Ir: l i lhlg i 
iii~ ..... ::::~::.?.. . .... . . . . . . . . . .  I . :~mias ,'l,td ft, ehsilrs, whose .  i . . : : ! i .  " ~ l)ii pei.'ds dow like neoa ag:d,lSt ,b,.. bh{,; sky.  lii+i!+,ii!i 
'The ,~llllkeli (}arden ...tq'mleBI 
;In i'l p i ra te ' s  I t ' ensure  I . 'heSI  - ha.% 
I'J hc Ihe tuosl pholo~r:tlfllgd I~il 
of luud,sc-'q~e iu B,('." 
I:{'¢ml the viewi.~ I)ojtll ,'{l the 
lop td' the ql{:{l'rV'wall, visihu's + , N 
"t ),,~L,I{ ,"t and "~h I"l h l.,, in im,'~,',hm- 
I;{t'x' I{'illulc hi the gkn'ies bel,.vx. 
,~uulil ,.'cd,'.'s, pine.',, t+i,'che,,, 
a{{tl i'.,'qd,'trs ria~, tile ~{'ev" wall,',, 
in a I'u'aceh.'t ol"%';n'ic~ute'd jade. 
l:lowcrs spill like jewels ;l~.,{'os.,, 
grass fur-lhh:k ui~d green an 
perkhll, 
(;.Ide,{ Itllips glinl~.'n. 
I{hotJo+lt'lhlfons, red :is ~a{'- 
Ilet.~ dl't.+lp ;Iho'+ t' fllne{l{vM 
;t/;IjCzln, ' ' I he  .%'IIIII, Cll ( ;dl~d¢'l]. 
I 
i 
i 
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Oros= word By Eug,,, 
, AcRoss 40 Actress: 2 Author = Dance step 
1 Vend Mary - Gardner ~ U Stu~trse 
5 Kind of dog 43 Withdraws 3 Thin 25 Chine~ 
8 Brian - - ,  formally 4 Delaware pagoda 
• ' Irish king 47 Iroquoisn ~ 25 Sorrow 
' ~ Plains Indian, S Italian . =7 Gold, in 
Indian 49 k knob food Madrid 
1,1 C, onsut~ed $0Trse OShoshonean =8 Fire (Fr.) 
. .14 Minor Sl California Indians 29 Algonquian 
prophet fort ? Kind of Indian 
15 -- Bator 5Z Roman muffin 31 Oriental 
16,Muskohegan road 8 Chaff coin 
• ,. Indian 53 Sense 9 Melville 34 Coils 
• 18 Rante~ organs opus 35 Pianist 
20 Oklahoma .$4 Family . 10 Part Peter 
- lndia~ member II Employs 36 Algonquian 
21 Kentucky 55 Small coin 17 Greek letter indian 
. : . '  bluegrass DOWN 19 And not 37 Peaceful 
Summer 1 Rabbit's tall 22 Moray 39 Noxious 
• in Caen Avg. solution time: 27 rain. plants 
23 Father (L.) 40 Israeli port i
20 Diminish 41 Home of the 
by degrees Mets 
30 Snag -- bug 40 Rip 
In a rug 4,1 California. 
31 The sun Indian 
Old car /4 Lavish 
Algonquian excess 
.Indian affection 
36 Indian of 45 Paradise 
the Dakotas 40 Spanish 
38 Biddy painter 
39 Armed 6-5 40 Hippocrates' 
conflict Answer to Saturday's puzzle, birthplace 
, 2 ~ 4 ~s  6 17 Me ~ ,o . 
,2 M"  ~" 
,s N"  I'I 
,s I"1 N o[ 
 NN"I n N= I N,= 
I I ca N"  
,e NI" N*' 
" N"  N"  
CRYPTOqUXP 6-5 
UNOONK,E  YNA'F  OKNEQNFC 
TNOAN YQT UNQEC 
Saturday's Cryptoqu/p -- CASTLES IN AIR CANNOT OC- 
CUPY OUR LANDED PROPERTY. 
~') 1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
Today's CryPt~lu/p due: E equals D 
The Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will.equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
,',' T , T ' . . . .  
YouHhdi /idUai " 
Horoscope 
Fmcn Drak~ 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
giv.en for your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to,Apr. ~0) 
Weigh proposed undortakings 
and their possible outcomes 
before tu l~ acting. You may 
want to revise plans a bit. 
TAURUS O ~  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Negative factors need not 
disturb if you keep situations in 
Responsibility Is 
Going to the Dogs 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© IS78 Oy C~ticaoo Tfll~n#.N.Y. Ne-8  Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: You wrote a whole column on the "dirty 
tricks" that humans perpetrate on dogs (such as letting 
them run loose and breed ace/dentally). 
Welli I am tired of doge leaving their dirty tricks on my 
lawnl I'm tired of shoveling dirty tricks off my yard so I 
THE HERALD, Thursday, June !$, 197~, PAGE 
/ 
S/.L, qRP SHOP AT REDS BILLIARDS  
Enjoy Billiards? Visit Red s Bnllards. 
WIZARD OF ID  
3 
won't have to warn each visitor to step carefully. 
I thlnk you left out animportsnt law concerning care of C A T F I S H  
dogs. Any parent who gives a child a dog should specify 
that the child IS obligated to shovel up the dirty tricks his 
dog leaves on neighbors' lawns. 
garbage cans. I rinse off meat papers and even sprinkle ~)~_~/ j  
chili powder over anything that might interest doge, and. 1 
always make sure the lid on my garbage can is tightly 
secured. Doge have learned anew respect for my garbnge ~ ~ _ . . t  " 
cans, but not for !~, ~ my ' : • so 
Come on, Abby, ~ ,~ friend to countless thousands of 
people who are ahu~ by dumb "an~,  and print this 
letter, 
DOGGONE MAD I~ MESA, ARIZ. 
DEAR DOGGONE:. The dirty tricks that dogs 
perpetrate on humans would be cempletely" eliminated if . 
every dog owner accepted the raslaonalldl[ty for his dog's - -  
actions--r.as he well shouldl 
hand and study the reasons, dubious ideas and suggestions. 
Emphasizing the positive, you As with Sagittarius, determine 
can take appropriate measures the worth of all propositions 
as you go along. . . .  before co.nunihnent. . 
GEMINI A ' !I QUARICS 
(May 22 to June ~-1) ~ ' Jan ~-' * -  '~o"  m, ~ 
An analytical look at your ' Giv* ""*"' ' '~"'[ '0'~ = ~"~'~"~ 
• ~ml f lnn  m~, ,  |~ l |~nf= anm new ,,-,,,v,,t,y vu , .  uuu  ,~v ~,7  ~auq~ 
o,,m,,~ +^.,,.o,,o K=,, an ="~" ~mc=m apprmsm. Ldgen a~- 
.,., or,., =.o t~,o~a future ten,,,rely, but don t be swayed 
$ uuv  7~v.u u~tt~a JUt~J~V,~Ib 
moves. Taper off in late hours to by some "smooth" talker 
re~[~,  • 
CANCER P.C= 
(June 22 to July 23) (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
A day which calls for careful Don't permit bright ideas to 
discr imina:~on. IAsten wither before you've tried them 
.thoughtfully, observe, but do out. Try to dovetail some anlque 
not read meanings into things endeavor into your regular 
not" intended. Stars warn program. 
against hasty decisions. 
( Jdy 24 to Aug. 23) 
'~me extra care needed in 
demeetic and romantic in- 
terests. Don't become anxious, 
however. Handle with yottr have outstanding qualities of 
usual dexterity. • leadership and your personality 
VIBGO " I I~L~ is such that.others follow you 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ~ almost blindly. You are • 
this case, it was a woman who occasionally entbrtalned 
gentlemen who were not as financially able to handle the" 
tasks with as much assurance check as she was. • 
as the easier ones. Especially Yeu suggested that she go to places where sha had 
favored: business negotiations; credit and arrange with the management to add the 
financial plans, gratuities to the bill and oharge very _tiring to her account. 
SAGITrAR"'S " ,~ I leave a major credit card with the maitre d' with 
:. . . ~ _.. ~t~;~ instructions to charge the meal, taxes and appropriate tip 
~NOV Z~ tO Mee Zl) ~g~v-/, So " .. . ' ; " .  . to my account. This always works and is a surefire way.of 
m.e o.p.uenm.enozces.=o.r you avoiding embarrassing squabbles over who is to settle the 
now. welsh eaen mougnmmy, h; ,  , , 
carefully .evaluate ..potentials. ~'Wkereas most people have major credit cards, many do 
ann men emnrace me meg not have restaurant accounts• 
prorating.. JOHN F• IN NORTHR~DGE, CALIF. 
CAPRICORN 1~ d DEAR JOHN: Thanks for the tipl ~ (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A good ouUook, but reject 
by Roger Sol~= & Gary Petem  
• DEAR ABBY: I've been seeing a psychologist for •bout 
five months. He's a male and so am I• On my first visit ~o 
his office, he had rues.rip naked, stsnd before a mirror and 
talk •bout my body. I don't know ff he asks his fern,ale 
patients to do this, but all of his male patients that Ive 
spoken to told me that he did the same thing with them. 
(He asks his patients not to mention this procedure to 
others•) 
• We wonder if perhaps he is a voyeur. He's about 45, and 
has a nice wife and family. • Per~.  ~r  Z'M FINE . ~ r THSN ~( 
If you l/e on his couch and feel embarrassed or nervous, I ~=~R, PO Y~J ~ AUNT MAY! [ I%'LL ~O | 
he sits onthe floor beside y~u and hold~ your hand to relax I~  ~ m~rr.~l z,~ ~r  / ! NOW, 
yOU. I have never heard e ta  psychologist doing this, have I you $~ $o / wo~m~ ! ~ 1 ~  
you? 
If you return for further sessions and lie on his couch, he 
asks you to remove your shirt• He has told me that he has 
seen some very geod.lcoking young men in his prattle... 
I once hsard.a well-known psychiatrist say on a talk ~(~("  
show, "Never take your clothes off for a shrink•" 
I'd like your .opinio n. 
• JIM IN LOS ANGELES 
DEAR JIM: Mo~t psyeholesleta are competent, caring 
and strictly ethloal in their manner of treatment, but if you 
question the profesoiomd ethics d ~ psychologist, write • . .  . . . . . .  , 
to the State Board~of.Medlcal qmdity Assurance, !430 . . . . . . . .  -- ' ~ ' " ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Howe Ave., Sacramento, C~,~iL 9S325. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.Those .re,cling in other etatsa should ,check out their ~! TERRACE • , .~L~ ~ ~  "REGISTER,  I! 
therapists with their county paychological ssociations• . 
DEAR ABBY:AroadersignedALWAYSTHE GUEST ! P@~JN6 ~ ~OR ,OUR SPn'nG [ 
asked how to gracefully get the check in a restaurant. In i ALLEYS  ~ LEAGUES NOW!" 
Getting married? Whether you w i t  n formal church 
wedding or • simple do.your-own-thing ceremony, get 
Abhy's new booklet, "How to Have m Lovely Weddfng~" 
Send $1 and • long, stamped (PA cents) self.addressed 
envelope to Ahhy: 132 Leaky Drive, Beverly Hms, Calif. 
93212~ . ' " 
=C 
• . .~, ' .  =o _.~,tO-, 
YOU BORN.TODAY are one . 
of the most Imaginative and Marsh  Wor ld  
creative individuals in the 
zodiacal spectrunt You also Ducks Unlimited (Canada) • 
KILl, DEER'- This noisy shorebird Is a member of 
the plover family. Widespread in distribution, . 
it is found in open country, both the dry ul~lands 
and the borders of marshes, lakes and ponds. 
Jf~//////////~///~7///.,~-//.,~vn ! 4111 Lak.ls. I.AKELSE PHARMACY a..na  FLr REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES ~ 
an............... / p rompt  prescription services- ............... " 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN.: By Stan Leo and John RomUta 
B.C .  
A  voa_  {. 
DOONESBURY 
, .~v~ L 
r-AMILYI~A/.or Ill II 
I .K~//~ O~V. ~N'T~U< IIIII 
• OA~n~'~..  ~rm ~,m IIIII 
; z~m~!~-~ ~ott~/Ztt, I II l{ 
~:~ ~/  llil} NN 
j~  
'El Ag 
~I"~NOUgH / iY~U I"AI<IN~ \~JR~! X°M I I~M EV£~IAFRAI~I"OT/~KJ 
~L~P/ YOIJ KNOWJ I ~DUR VITAMIN | ~J~l~y! I S • 11~ AUNT" NLAYo- 
i ~OR -- 
I 
:or : ' :~ i "  
• . ~: .  " / .  
by ~o~r  Z.t 
AL iNCoNVENIENCE, WOULD ~E OUT OF THE 
{~Ul~, . . .A~K AWA~./ . ~ . 
' NON, 7t//5 #EXT L 
.~ 2L ~, ~y~!  Illlll 
by Garry Trudeau 
i i 
r~rA~ ~ l l d  
Stellar influences only fairly 
generous, so you will have to 
"provide your own momentum to
carry on. Neither too many 
• problems nor much opposition 
indicated. 
LIBRA .JflL.~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
• Stellar aspects now suggest 
reappraisal of forthcoming 
undertakings in the light of 
recent developments. A time for 
broadening• your mental 
horizons, too. 
SCORmO 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 23) 
Favorable.influences• You
can now pursue, the difficult 
The odor"of lavender was' once halieved 
life. 
"natural" for politics and 
statesmanship; can also 
become atremendous influence 
through writing and .lecturing. 
As with other Oemininas, the 
stage is a wonderful outlet for 
your emotions, which can also 
be well expressed through 
music and painting. Highly 
adaptable, you feel at home in 
any part0f the world, thus could 
excel in any career which in- 
volves travelling. Traits to 
curb: hypersensitivity and 
extravagance. Birthdate of: 
Ralph Bellamy, stage and 
screen,star.' " ,  
©1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
conducive to long 
It~ i loud cries of "kill-ee, kill-ee, kill-ee," are " "  
repeated over 'and over as it flies or runs about. 
On the ground, it plays the broken wing act to 
perfection, running ahead of the intruder drag- 
ging first one wing and than the other to distract 
attention away from the nest. Four eggs are laid .' }'} " I 
pebbles are scraped together to form a crude 
nest. ~ '~ 
IT'S. 
RIDICULOUSI 
now, but inthe 19th century ~'./- 
it was co=,dered =.e prope. -,; C,,,,. 
It seems ridiculous to many ' - 
travelers, but Paris offers ~ L L . "  I ° 
guided tours of its sewers. - • , 
The Michelin Guide rates it 0 " . .  ~ .¢ .~:~ , "Keep cuff Keep  Gull K.E-E-P O-U-T." " i ' ve  unc logged the upstairs bath.'* 
stars. 
t !, 
i , 
i 
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Montrea l  ins t i tu te  promotes  
"bizarre". phenomena 
MONTREAL (CP)'-- An founded i t  with his wife parapsychology can do this DISTURBED BY Cll,,I.TICS 
international, institute Marilyn, a selfclaimed by increasing the ability Ressnersaldthese nega- 
founded three years ago is psychic who is a r .e~r  ofnhuman consciousness to tive"attitudesatCencerdia, 
trying to get worldwide panelist m the CBCs Be- comprehend rea l i ty ,  as well SB at McGill, have 
acceptance for phenomena yond Reason program. Mankind can't make this hampered his work and 
many people, find bizarre 
and others consider an 
outright hoax. It is.even 
planning to open a new world 
university in the Bahamas in 
1980, 
The institute promotes 
parapaycholoRy, the study of 
such phenomena as psychic 
healing, extra-sensory 
perception and mental 
telepathy. Its presence ou 
the downtown campus of 
Co~cordia University em 
barrasses ome wofesserB 
and officials. 
John Ronsner, the 
Anglican priest who co- 
founded the International 
Institute of Integral Human 
Sciences, is a professor of 
comparative religionnat 
Concordia andnhas set up 
theinsfltute inoffcces rented 
from the university. He 
~.  Rossaer, who teaches 
spadal edncatlen at Mon- 
treni'B Vanier CoHeRe and 
part-time at McGill 
University, has been praised 
for her success helping 
children with emotional and 
behavioral problems. She 
uses meditation and 
relaxation techniques with 
cmlldren, and says her own 
intuitive abilities help her 
ideatify their individual 
problems. 
MUST USE POWERS 
Ronsner, aslender, intense 
man, said in an interview 
that people must use 
repressed manta} paWerB to 
mhanes mankind's chances 
o( headiog off the ~lobal 
challenges o f  disease, 
' nuclear war, pollution and 
food and energy shortages. 
He said the techniques of
breakthrough into "higher 
consciousness" until It 
discards the straitjacket of 
"physical observation and 
logical computation which 
eharacterizeB modern 
science." 
Some academics criticize 
parapsychology's "dogma 
and anti.raUonalism" and, 
in particular, the standards 
o~ experimentation of its 
researchers. Two Concardia 
professors requeBted em-  
phatically that it be noted the 
institute is not affiliated with 
the naive~slty. 
One of RosBner's 
colleagues in the com- 
parative religion de- 
l~rhnent said the institute is 
a "hobby" of Rossne~'s and 
that none of the 10 wofessors 
in the department shows any 
special interest in it. 
made funding difficult. 
Canadiao universities were 
"backward" compared with 
American ones. 
He said he has signed up 
300 research fellov~s around 
the world--including media 
guru Marshall MeLuhan, 
psychotherapist Rollo May 
and writer Arthur Koestler. 
The institute used a com- 
puter to "crose-fertlli~e" the 
work of this network of 
mm.archers. 
Thomas Gray, a Cancer.gin 
psychology professor, is 
skeptical of the claimB and 
style of parapsychology. He 
says there are natural ex- 
planations for psychic 
phenomena and gets an- 
noyed that "sk~.,ptics such as 
myself and some of my col- 
leagues are quoted as 
narrowminded bigots." 
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